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e're Creditek, the nationally
recognized revenue management and receivables
consulting, project management and
outsourcing company. We have
delivered hundreds of millions of
dollars of incremental cash flow and
profits for our clients.
"S.W.A.T." Project Teams for backlogs in billing, credit, collections,
deductions and reconciliations.
Strategic Receivables Outsourcing
includes turnkey billing, credit, collections, cash application, and customer
payment deductions.
Consulting Solutions provide best
practices revenue management consulting to compress the revenue cycle,
improving cash flow and working
capital.
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Audit and Recovery of Claims and
Deductions provides expert outsource
and audit programs to validate and
recapture invalid customer deductions,
including "post audit" chargebacks.
Cr e d i t e k R i s k M a n a ge m e n t
Group, LLC provi des domestic and

export insurance to manage reserves
and bad debt loss.
In a competitive economy, you've got
to look at business from a different
point of view. Call us today for immediate, long term solutions.

CREDITEK0
End -to -End Receivables Management'"'

Offices Nationwide

1- 800 - 216-4000
Ask for Rich Lander, EVP, Ext. 358
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businesses share one
common denominator:
customer relationships
are dictated by the
delivery of goods or
services on a project
or contract basis.
That creates a
different environment
for business processes.
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Businesses like yours often struggle to fit their processes to
softwaresystemsdesignedforgeneralbusiness—notproject
business. Those systems don't provide the sophisticated
project tracking, costing, revenue recognition, billing, project
reporting and management that's so critical to a project orientedbusiness.
Deltek software is designed to meet the needs of your
business.Notbusinessingeneral.That'sbecausewefocus
exclusively ondesigningenterprise software fortheproject orientedbusiness.Ourproductsaredevelopedandsupported
bypeoplewhothoroughlyunderstandthewayyoufunction.
We've been implementing successful, cost - effective
solutionsto companieslikeyoursforthelast14years.Letus
showyouhowwellweknowyourbusiness.

Z DELTEK.
Software for the Business of Projects
Headquarters6001456-2009
WesternRegion800/868-2444
UnitedKingdom44(0)1000-335835
www.deltek.com/deltek9.htm
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"MASTERING BUDGETARY AUTOMATION FOR THE NEXT MILLENNIUM"

An
interactive
-study
CPE course
pproviding
tools and
knowledge
you'll
need toself
take
advantage
of t ee
latest in the
budgetary
technology.
Program Highlights:
Planet has specifically designed this course to
help both financial and non - financial managers,
Discover how the advantages in software
gain a practical understanding of how to
technology can dramatically improve the
develop and effectively manage the entire
ease and accuracy of your budgets
budgeting process. The curriculum includes
Develop an action plan to enhance overall
planning, forecasting, reporting, and control.
processes
Get the hands -on feel of how new
Find strengths and weaknesses of the
advancements in budgetary technology
infrastructure supporting budgetary process
are dramatically improving the ease and
Identify symptoms of ineffective managerial
accuracy of the budgeting process.
behavior and their impact on the
bottom -line
You'll create income statements, balance
sheets, and cash flow projections effortlessly,
Take proactive
and produce actual to budget comparisons
steps to better
� 0
without the need for spreadsheet software.
manage
the human
FREE BONUS! With
dimensions of
am
your order receive
l
,
the budgetary
�
1
a limited version of
process
the award - winning
FogIn
Recommended
Budget Maestrolm
for 16 CPE
software, If you've
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ever struggled with
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forecasting, this
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Top Line

By Richard M. Swanson, Publisher

Is Management Accounting a Dead Profession?
received many letters and e- mails, the vast majority of which have been very complimentary. The messages come with words like: "It's about time" and "Just what I've been looking for." Inevitably, however, some have questioned the sense of the change. (I'd be
shocked if all 75,000 of us were in complete agreement about anything!!) The point being
made by the concerned minority is that management accounting is what IMA is all about,
and we shouldn't have changed either our title or our editorial content. Rather than
responding to each letter individually, I'd like to address this concern here for all to read.
IMA is repositioning itself —by design— because members' careers have been repositioned. We aren't leaving "management accounting" but extending beyond it.
"Accounting" as a specialized field in the business world is disappearing. It's being
swallowed up into a larger set of skills sometimes referred to as the "business partner."
There's no need to lament this development. The purpose of management accounting has, after all, been to drive and enable sound business decisions. We're still doing
that, but the way we do so involves more than "accounting" as that term is popularly
understood. The really good news is that the jobs we have today are a lot more interesting than they were back when we were viewed by ourselves and others as "accountants:'

Strategic Finance is indexed in the Accounting and
Tax Index and is available via microform and /or
electronic databases from Bell

a Howell Informa-

tion and Leaming (formerly UMI), P0. Box 1346,

Ann Arbor, MI 48106 -1346. For further inforrnalion on format availability, contact UMI or check
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Permission is granted to reproduce any of the
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cases. Except as otherwise noted, the copyright
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I'M HAPPY TO SAY THAT SINCE THE LAUNCH OF STRATEGIC FINANCE, I HAVE

IMA, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645.1760.
Views expressed herein are authors' and do
not represent IMA policy unless so stated.
Publication of paid advertising and new product
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What do these changes mean for the academic curricula? To start: Programs that
focus on management accounting need to broaden to cover the full gamut of what
goes on in a business's Finance Function (what we used to call the "Accounting and
Finance Department "). Also, companies aren't hiring accounting specialists these days,
and, as a result, fewer students are majoring in accounting. If we are going to remain
relevant, we need to recognize this trend and move with it. As with most issues we all
face in our professional and personal worlds, the status quo is not an option.

endorsement by the IMA of the advertiser or the
Product a service.
Registered with the National Association of
State Boards of Accountancy as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National
Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of
accountancy have final authority on the acceptance of individual courses. Complaints regarding
registered sponsors may be addressed to NASBA,
150 Fourth Avenue North, Suite 700, Nashville, TN
37219 -2417, 615,8804200. IMA Is registered
with the North Carolina State Board of CPA
Examiners
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may be addressed to the North
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Carolina State Board of CPA Examiners, P.O.
Box 12827, Raleigh, NC 27605 -2827. The North
Carolina State Board of CPA Examiners does not
accept CPE Credit for reading Strategic
and taking a self -study quiz. IMA Sponsor
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Today, our internal customers aren't satisfied with being told "what is" (or, more to
the point, "what was "). They want our input as to what they should do and what
will be. In short, they want business partners. This role requires a broad understanding of all matters business and financial.
The distinction between "accounting" and "finance" that persists in much of academia is essentially gone in business. Finance people are trained all around and through
the finance function and spend most of their time working directly with the people
who run the business, employing a full range of knowledge, not just accounting skills.

and service Information does not constitute an

Numbers: Arizona 275; Delaware CS93; Florida
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229; Illinois 158-000574; Indiana CE92000121:

Maryland 265; New Jersey 313; New York B96-23;
North Carolina 82 -0158;
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The big changes have been:
The accumulation and ordering of data into either decision - support or report -card
reports is now done largely by machines (agreed that people need to tell the machines
what to do, but the entire process
requires
fewer specialists
than in the Ppast).
P
q
P

PX-4371;

Texas 28; Washington 00319; West Virginia 93090 and NASBA 103004. Qualified sponsor of
CPE for individuals enrolled to practice before the

Rick Swanson can be contacted by e-mail at rswanson@imanet.org.
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ABC Technologies
www.ab,-tech.com

www .a bc tec hxom

is a tremendous resource showcasing success in ABC/M and Performance Management projects.

The site is full of gems including 10 white papers with great explanations of concepts such as "New Age Accounting: Activity-based
Budgeting ", over 50 detailed project case studies of how leading Manufacturing, Service and Public Sector organizations are using

ABC/M successfully, and other useful features such as an interactive quiz to determine if your organization needs ABC, created
by ABC guru Gary Cokins. But be careful .... if ABC/M information interests you, this site could really get your heart pounding.
UseWeb Priority Code# STR799
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Why do you need flexibility?
Planning and budgeting are about the
future, where:
• Change is constant.
• Markets expand and contract.
• Products, services and new customers
are born overnight.
• Costs and margins fluctuate hourly.

Your Problem, Our Solution
If your organization has a rigid budgeting
system with thousands of linked
spreadsheets and complex macros, how do
you make necessary, last- minute changes
that may take days? How can you have
confidence in your data integrity? You
need a flexible, powerful budgeting and
planning system that can scale from

divisional to enterprise to meet your needs.
You need Adaytum Planning.

Why have7O0 organizations
selected Adaytum Planning?
Simply because it is the most flexible
multi -user budgeting, planning, and
forecasting system available. With
Adaytum Planning you can work the
way your business works. It gives you the
flexibility to:
• Update hierarchies directly from GL.
• Combine top -down planning with
bottom -up budgeting.
• Make last minute changes to
model structure.
• Empower end -users to do ad hoc
modeling without IS support.
Circle No. 21
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"We had taken Excel to its practical
limits. We needed a system that would
be robust and flexible, yet efficient and
controllable. Adaytum Planning is robust
enough to create an all- encompassing
revenue model while offering the
flexibility to handle changing business
requirements. "
John Cullen
Henderson Administration

I Call for a free CYBERDEM0K j
See Adaytum Planning in action online!
Call 1- 800 - 262 -4445
to schedule a no -cost

� � A

demonstration.
Visit our website:
www.adaytum.com. A
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development opportunities to ensure that members maintain
their competitive edge.
As a profession, we have been at
issues of global importance conthe forefront of change. From techfronting our business environment.
nology to the shrinking
Whether it be exporting,
and increasingly compettransfer pricing, or
itive business world we
accounting in emerging
have not just managed
countries, I think you will
change but have been
find something of interest
leading the process. As a
and importance in this
result, we are a profesissue.
sion that has not just
As your 80th President,
changed with time but
I am honored to have
one that continues to
been chosen to lead IMA
remake itself to meet the
C.S. "BUD" KULESZA
into the new millennium.
challenges of the future.
IMA can be your key to
IMA's vision of global leadership in
success in the new millennium if you
education, certification, and the
prepare yourself and rise to meet the
practice of management accounting
challenges that await you. Your input
and financial management is becominto the process is critical to IMA s
ing reality as its members actively
success. Please take the time to drop
participate in the global business
me a line (bkulesza @imanet. org)
and let me know what we can do to
arena.
Given the far - reaching impact of
make IMA the kind of organization
the globalization trend, it is most
you will take pride in recommending
appropriate that this month Strategic
to others for their membership
Finance includes articles focusing on
consideration. ■
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Careers

By Max Messmer, Editor

Building Leadership Skills
AN ASSISTANT CONTROLLER FOR A TEXTILE MANUFACTURER IN THE SOUTH WAS

asked recently to assume some of the training and development functions for his
department. It was a challenging role for two reasons: The firm was in the midst
of significant expansion, including opening additional plants and offices in two
nearby states, and turnover has been an issue in recent years. Its rapid growth
combined with a higher- than - average employee turnover rate elicited concerns
that the company wasn't doing enough to actively develop future leaders.

1

Provide formal training. No effective leader can

function without an in -depth comprehension of
how the organization works. Through orientations and

10
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training seminars, you can help each employee understand the significance of his or her function in the department by explaining its connection to the expectations and
objectives of the company as a whole. This will furnish a
context for further training that provides additional
details about the ways in which your business operates.
Once staff members have the "big picture;' management
development initiatives can provide the crucial building
blocks that enable them to begin growing into capable leaders. By using these programs, you can instill values that are
reflective of your department's management style. For exam-
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In a recent Robert Half International survey of
150 executives from the nation's largest companies,
leadership skills were identified as the most valued
asset in managers. Some believe that leaders are
born, not made, while others think that leadership is
a quantifiable set of skills and ways of thinking that
can be taught. Reality lies somewhere in between.
While certain people do appear to have innate management capabilities, there are others who possess
an identifiable potential that can be nurtured successfully. Actively cultivating leadership skills among
promising staff members ensures that employees
groomed to lead and manage have an in -depth
knowledge of a firm's processes and long -term
goals as well as a feel for its corporate culture.
Once leaders are developed, you don't want them to
leave. By fostering an environment in which employees
are given the means to enhance their management abilities and to continually expand their responsibilities, companies leave room for career growth, a key motivator and
retention tool. Let's investigate five practical steps you can
take to help develop leadership skills in your department.
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gives you confidence that applications work
and integrate consistently. If you're looking
to simplify your information - technology
efforts —and realize more from your IT
investments, insist on products with
Microsoft BackOffice logo certification.
For more information visit
www.microsoft.com/sgl and
www.microsoft.com/backoffice

'so you can De sure

are millions of professionals
support and adapt the system.

If you need flexibility to meet your company's unique business needs,
call Solomon Software at 1- 888 -875 -9071 or 419-424.0422 for more information and a free Multimedia CD -ROM.
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ple, encourage promising staff members to continually seek new approaches to getting their jobs done and make
sure they know that creativity is always
welcome in your organization. Or
show them that you value teamwork
and project -driven collaboration over
top -down hierarchical direction. As
these future leaders mature, they will
pass on to others such critical aspects
of your department's culture.
Create a supportive work environment The learning that
takes place in formal training is reinforced when staff members can put
their knowledge and skills into action.
Establish a workplace that allows
greater autonomy and increased
responsibility, and design work
assignments so they are progressively
more challenging and demanding.
Give clear directives about what
employees need to do to meet specific productivity and quality standards.
It's also important to monitor your
staff's efforts and to provide guidance and feedback when required,
serving more as a coach than a boss.

2

Design a mentoring program.
People learn new skills not only
by absorbing information and acting
on it, but also by a process called
"modeling;' or observing and imitating the actions of another, usually
more senior, manager. In the workplace, modeling occurs most effectively within the context of a men toring program. Mentoring is an
ideal supplement to formal leadership training because it uses the real life expertise of those who are successful in your organization. Given
the chance to directly observe how
management skills are put into
action on a day -to -day basis,
employees can enhance their talents
and build their confidence.

3
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By pairing a junior employee with
a more experienced professional in a
one -on -one relationship, you can
instill in the less tenured staff member an understanding of the department's preferred procedures and best
practices. The mentor, meanwhile,
benefits from having assisted a
promising leader in the formative
stages of his or her career.
In designing a mentoring program, select as mentors employees
who not only display leadership abilities but who are capable of teaching
these skills. Mid- to senior -level professionals with solid communication
skills, thorough knowledge of the
department and company, and genuine enthusiasm for their work will
make the best mentors.
Recognize and reward. As individuals on your team display
leadership qualities and skills, publicly recognize their efforts and
achievements whenever possible, and
establish a program of incentives to
provide continued motivation. This
reinforces the new behaviors and
builds employees' confidence in their
ability to lead.
At RHI, we've established a "What
a Good Idea" program, which
encourages employees throughout
the organization to submit ideas for
improving service and productivity.
Winning ideas are implemented and
subsequently featured in our
employee newsletter, but all submissions are acknowledged with a personal letter to each employee.
Winners also receive a special award.

4

Identify promising leaders as
early as possible.Always be on
the lookout for potential leaders.
Perhaps one of your staff members
developed a customized spreadsheet
that helped the operations depart-

5

ment better control overhead costs.
Maybe another employee developed
an effective new approach to working with colleagues in other departments. A third individual may
repeatedly volunteer for the role of
team leader and show a natural ability to motivate coworkers. These are
all signs of leadership potential, and
employees who show this kind of
promise are the ones likely to benefit
most from your efforts to develop
future managers. This does not mean
that you should train only a select
few, however. No matter how accurate your screening efforts, there will
be some staff members with exceptional talents that are simply lying
dormant waiting to be unleashed.
Even before employees are
brought on board, it can be helpful
to focus recruitment and hiring
efforts on individuals who may
already exhibit some of the key qualities of successful leaders. When
interviewing candidates, for example, the use of hypothetical scenarios
and open -ended questions can provide important clues as to whether
job seekers display incentive, motivation, enthusiasm, innovation, and an
interest in expanding their skill sets.
Although it takes time and effort
to cultivate leadership skills within
your staff, the payoff can be enormous as your company expands.
This ongoing investment in human
resources can produce managers who
inspire others to join them in effectively handling the financial demands
of a growing business and who are
likely to continue to find the organization an excellent place to work. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and CEO
of Robert Half International Inc.
(RHI), parent company of Robert
Half'', Accountemps® and RHI
Management Resources®.
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Developing Sales Applications
that Sell —MIS at Samsung France
T

ber of our systems, including the
controller warehouse in order to import sales data from the SAP system.
However, many users were more
comfortable in the world of spreadsheets and other Office applications
than with SAP. We needed a way to
make the raw sales information
housed in SAP accessible and usable
by managers working with Microsoft
Excel.
Giving users an interactive analytical system provided the flexibility
we needed to generate powerful ad
hoc reporting and the ability to calculate information on the fly. Such a
system allows us to continue to use
our corporate -wide SAP ERP solution and it provides users with the
freedom to analyze sales information
in a way that works best for them.
Once all of our key systems
were compatible with SAP,
became easy for our sales
and marketing staff to
develop their own applications without having to bother our busy IT
teams. Samsung sales representatives
now take charge analyzing and managing their business and sales results.
This includes programs for analyzing customer and product portfolios
and generating graphic views of the
results. These applications tend to be
more efficient because they are developed by marketing people working with Excel, and do not require
advanced programming or system
development expertise.
The new marketing and sales -oriCircle No. 5

ented analyses applications are having a positive impact on our business. Our annual sales and marketing plans could not be adjusted easily and our actual results were often
out of synch with our forecasts.
Now, we tune the plan each month
to adapt to the constantly changing
requirements that are standard in a
global company. Our responsiveness
in managing change today has allowed us to adapt faster to changing
consumer and market demands. In
addition, these more accurate forecasts have allowed us to decrease inventory levels from 60 days to 35
days for significant cost savings.
Samsung France continues to
build on the success of its planning
system to include development of a
new controller data pool. In addition, we anticipate rolling out
is

he bottom line of any company's success comes down to
sales. It's simple: Companies must
meet or exceed sales projections to
remain profitable and competitive
and to fuel future growth and expansion. Today's global marketplace
requires companies to be many
things to many customers. Companies that have the ability to employ
narrowcasting strategies to reach
buying groups in individual vertical
markets while simultaneously embarking on broad sales campaigns
will be better able to stake out and
defend market positions in the next
millennium.
One of the things we learn early
on is that forecasts, budgets, and reports are only as precise and timely
as the data used to build them. In
the dynamic world of sales, data accuracy is critical for daily or hourly
snapshots of our businesses and to
make the proper adjustments to
strategies.
At Samsung France, we are proud
that we continue to experience annual growth of 30 %. In addition to
developing leading -edge products,
we attribute our ongoing success to
implementation of a sales data access and management system from
MIS AG of Florham Park, NJ, including the MIS Alea real -time
database.
In the mid- 1990s, Samsung made
a strategic decision to implement
SAP as its worldwide ERP solution.
This required us to modify a num-

Because the more you know...

these sales- driven systems to other
European divisions. In the future, we
would like to extend these applications to the Internet with MIS Java Client, which will enable the worldwide Samsung workforce to enter
data, manipulate it, and obtain real time updates just using a Web
browser.
By Hee -il Shin, Manager ofMarket ing, Samsung France. The Electronics
Division in Roissy, handles stocking,
sales and delivery ofSamsung products to French customers.

Best Practices

By Bob Gunn, Editor

The Allure of Technology
THE STORY OF THE '90S IS ONE OF TECHNOLOGY

breakthroughs that promise entirely new ways of doing
business. Some estimates claim that as much as 8% of all
capital spending is being poured into these technologies.
Yet most companies have little
to show for their expenditures
of time, talent, and investment.
I
ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning) is one of the most
recent examples of a promising
° tLp1 l 4
technology failing to deliver on
its promise. According to a

Jt
.t_ LLL
i ` L

l

research
study
by A.T.
Kearney,
unless one
defines
success
as

LL L % I

achieving implementation in
twice the time and twice the

it L
L+ L

budget, then only one -third of
ERP programs are "successful."
Yet ERP is very appealing to
top management. It promises
to increase productivity by
standardizing processes,
enhance decision making by sharing information
throughout the organization, and create more cooperation among organizational entities by linking them
together seamlessly. The fact that "one" system can do all
this suggests rapid progress and fewer interface issues.
Such ease of installation may be true for new ventures
that can build from scratch. But for most large companies, the productivity prize is proving elusive.
Why are so many ambitious efforts ending up with
their scope drastically reduced or their completion dates
stretched out? Because organizations are ignoring basic
principles, in particular the next four.
14
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Lasting productivity requires change in the nature of
work. Since all work is a process, one must think first
about elimination, simplification, and standardization
and then address "automation."
Enterprise resource integration
works great when the work is configured according to best - practice flows.
Unfortunately, in more than 90% of
q
implementations, this isn't what happens. Adopting best practices takes
time, and the pressure to configure
and install the "system" overwhelms
.i
attempts to change processes.

1

I
I

2

The most valuable information
supports strategic decisions or

actions. Since most strategies have

only four or five key objectives, and
ea c h ob j e c ti v e re q u i re s o nl y t wo o r

three decisions, it follows that one
doesn't need very much information
to make decisions or monitor actions.
Typically only 20 to 25 measures are required.
Yet ERP applications typically feature full data access
and drill-down capability without ever considering what
information management really needs. So the organization's leadership finds itself facing a virtual Tower of
Babel as data accessibility (in the absence of structure) is
used to prove everyone's point of view. The law of unintended consequences is at work!
r+

3

In a global world where responsiveness and speed are
vital, collaboration, teamwork, and delegation are nec-

essary organizational features. In theory, integrated enter-

: 1 � 3 � s i : j o* F T T r,a: UIMV L"

prise -wide applications support this
organizational design extremely well
because they facilitate the flow of
information across functional, geographic, or operational entities.
In practice, most companies aren't
prepared for this information transparency and accessibility. Mid -level
managers, in particular, can be
intimidated by the ability of peers
and superiors to "look over their
shoulder" and see their data as they
are looking at it. When autonomy is
threatened, systems typically end up
being configured by business unit
and not across the enterprise. Then
the advantages that led to choosing
the systems (e.g., knowing how
much total revenue a customer
generates) disappear!
Things easily go awry in implementation. The complexity of
managing simultaneous implementations across multiple functions
takes an enormous number of
resources. This can easily cause people to stop doing all but the most
essential tasks while "waiting until
things go back to normal.'
Communication and coordination
requirements increase as the square
of the number of functions, so project leaders find themselves spending
inordinate amounts of time attending meetings and keeping one
another abreast of actions and decisions. And since the system integrators don't have enough experienced
staff, many people are forced to learn
on the job, increasing the risk of
mistakes and errors. The more success hinges on a handful of people,
the greater the risk.
Despite the failure and discouragement, we are confident that technology's promises can be realized.
Why? Because we see firms getting
solid results. So what are the best16
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practice strategies for improving
administrative processes?
First, companies achieving the best
returns have clearly defined the IT
architecture. This consists of a clear
picture of customer needs; flexible
access capabilities; a network layer
that supports Web, data, and voice
services; customer support tools such
as workflow or data mining; and
applications with associated databases
that best meet the process requirements. The architecture provides
direction and clarity, thereby ensuring
that technology decisions are moving
toward common goals. Instead of trying to change the requirements to fit
the applications, successful companies select applications that best fit
the requirements. By following this
"best of breed" approach, companies
like Ford, Air Products, Citibank,
Federal Express, and Johnson &
Johnson are realizing high returns
on technology investments.
Second, best - practice companies
don't put the technology cart before
the process horse! They invest in
technology only if it can produce
tangible productivity benefits. This
demand for results stimulates creative ways to buy and deploy technology and focuses everyone on '
changing the work itself. HewlettPackard is a leader in taking such a
disciplined, results - driven approach.
Third, best - practice companies
know that the value of information
depends on both a well- defined data
architecture and access or analytic
tools that contain built -in knowledge. In other words, data is consistently defined in a way that makes its
information content accessible. Then
that content is made available with
tools that help management make
decisions or take actions. Frito -Lay
was one of the first companies to
understand this. In the late 1980s

they provided their 11,000- person
route sales force with decision tools
that enabled them to see the profit
impact of decisions about in -store
displays, product mix, or promotional spending. Now, the Web is
taking this to a new level by permitting information to flow between
companies, enabling them to take
harmonized actions.
Finally, leaders of these successful
companies understand that technology is an enabler of their business
strategies. They don't leave strategic
decisions to the IT and user communities without top -level guidance.
The leader's role is to ask the IT,
administrative, and line functions to
work together to ensure that management makes the best decisions for
achieving the organization's goals.
They insist on mutual accountability
for achieving objectives so that the
line organization stays involved and
IT is fully engaged.
A s start -up enterprises are illustrating every day, technology is
changing the way we work and live.
It can change the way your company
works, too. But realizing technology's promise requires sound thinking
and good leadership. For investments to be relevant, valuable, and
effective, technology must be the servant, not the master. Companies that
have recognized technology as a tool
and shaped it to their needs have
profited greatly. Conversely, companies that have let technology lead
them have made great efforts but
enjoyed few gains. ■
Bob Gunn leads Gunn Partners, a
50- person consulting firm that helps
Fortune 500 companies improve the
relevance, value, and productivity of
staff functions. You can call Bob at
(617) 747 -5010 or e-mail him at
bgunn @gunnpartners.com.

"... my projections were on,
the presentation looked great and
I saved those bozos thousands on
their accounting software.
It's all downhill from here..."

If your accounting software doesn't keep pace with your growing business, things could go downhill in a hurry.
Fortunately, Sage" has a range of products that take you from start -up to $500MM in sales: Peachtree® DacEasy®and
Businessworks® for small businesses; MAS90® the US's leading mid -range software; and award - winning
Acuity®for larger companies. So no matter where you're going, Sage keeps you on top and in control. For
more information call 1 888 208 -9138 or visit us at www.sage.com. Through knowledge comes control.
Circle No. 6
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Corruption in World's Economy
Is Targeted I By Robert F. Randall
WITH THE WORLD'S BUSINESSES INCREASINGLY BECOMING ONE

integrated global marketplace, business leaders and organizations are focusing on some of the obstacles to the free flow of
commerce. A major barrier is pervasive corruption that exists
in all countries to a greater or lesser degree.
The Internet Center for Corrup-

profession must be and is ready to

tion Research publishes an annual

play its part in the fight against cor-

"Corr up ti on

Index,"

ruption. But the accountancy profes-

which ranks countries according to

sion cannot wage this battle alone. A

Perceptions

the perception of corruption as seen

cooperative effort among corporate
--

by business people, risk analysts,

10 (highly clean) and
0 (highly corrupt). ':
Denmark is given a

--

perfect score of 10,
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Rank Country
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1998CPI Standard Survevs
Score
vi ti n
01
9
10.0

Deao

1

Demiark

1

Finland

9.6

0.5

9

3

Sweden

9.5

OS

9

4

NewZealand

9.4

0.7

8

5

Iceland

9.3

0.9

6

6

Canada

9.2

OS

9
10

Singapore

91

LO

8
10

Netherlands
Switzerland

9.0
8.9

0.7
0.6

9
10

11

Australia
UnitedKingdom

8.7
8.7

01
OS

8
10

14

Ireland

82

L4

10

15

Germany

7.9

0.4

10

17

Austria
UnitedStates

7.5
7.5

0.8
0.9

9
8

19

Israel

71
- - - -6.7
France

0.6

7

9

L4
----

21

regulators, accountants,

21

Portugal

6.5

LO

10

and other business ad-

23

Spain

61

13

10

� r�;;.� ;

- - - -_-_

5.8

9

11
L6
__0.71- - - - 1 -

25

Japan

Harding goes on to

29

Taiwa_n_____ 5.3

say, "Ultimate respon-

39

Italy

sibility for discourag-

52

Men
xace ____ 3.5
Chi

ing and preventing cor-

55
76

Russia

33
2A

- - - 10 i
- - _- 0.6
9
0.9
10

85

Cameroon

L4

05

visers is vital."
r
1

F

management, legislators and

and the general public. The
scale ranges between

A

while the United
States rates only a 7.5 (See table.) The

ruption, whether within the business

Center is a joint initiative of the

world or in the public sector, rests with

Goettingen University and Trans-

management. By introducing proper

4.6

_ 0.8

- - - 10 -

0.7

4

parency International. The full 1998

systems of corporate governance and

in an internal position or as an exter-

Corruption Perceptions Index can be

"setting the tone at the top," manage -

nal auditor or adviser -mean that they

found at www.transparency.de /.

ment can significantly reduce the op-

very often have access to highly privi-

In a discussion paper, "The Ac-

portunities for malpractice. But ac-

leged and confidential information."

countancy Profession and the Fight

countants have a key role in society's

IFAC's current membership, which

Against Corruption," the Internation-

efforts to reduce corruption. First, as

includes IMA, consists of 143 profes-

al Federation of Accountants empha-

professionals with a duty to protect the

sional accountancy bodies in 104

sizes the detrimental effect that cor-

public interest, they are bound by rig -

countries, representing more than two

ruption has on a country's economic

orous codes of professional and per -

million accountants in public practice,

growth, capital market, culture, and

sonal ethics calling for the highest lev-

education, government and services,

society. IFAC President Frank Hard-

els of integrity and objectivity. Second,

and industry and commerce. The

ing said, "As a key sector of the busi-

their key strategic positions within an

white paper on corruption is available

ness community, the accountancy

enterprise or organization - whether

on�IFAC's�website�at�www.ifac.org.�■
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[NEWS]

ON THE WEB

EUROPE EMBRACES
OUTSOURCING Kathy Williams, Editor

a job or want to post

WITH THE GLOBAL BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING MARKET EXPECTED TO

a position, check out

double in size to $200 billion over the next five years, top corporate decision makers in
Europe are turning to this strategy as never before. They're outsourcing applications processing, payroll, real estate management, and tax compliance the most. Why? To access
world -class services and technology in hopes of enhancing shareholder value.
These were some of the results of a major study conducted for PricewaterhouseCoopers
by Yankelovich Partners market research firm. Over six months the firm interviewed

IMA's job posting

If you're looking for

service at www.
imanet.org.

senior executives at more than 100 European companies with an average of $5 billion in
revenues and 16,000 employees. Here are some of the other key findings: More than half

(55%) of the executives said their companies have outsourced one or more business
processes to external service providers, and nine out of 10 are satisfied with the results.
Of those who outsource, the majority

W

W

If your company
wants to list a job open-

■ Business process outsourcing lets
companies focus on their critical
core competencies (84 %).
■ BPO enables companies to increase
efficiency without having to invest
in people and technology (71 %).
■ BPO helps companies become
more profitable, leading to increases
in shareholder value (70 %).
■ Maintaining a competitive edge is
an important benefit of BPO (66%) as is increasing shareholder value (61 %).

ing, go to IMA's home
pa ge a n d d own l oa d
the necessary forms. Or
call 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext.
265, and they will fax
you the forms. Job listings stay on the site for
two months in a secure
area for members only.
If you're a member
and want to access the

W
Y

0
0

list, go to the home

If you'd like an executive summary or more information about the study, contact
Joseph Vales at (212) 597 -3539 or joseph.vales @us.pwcglobal.com. Ask for Global Top
Decision Makers Study on Business Process Outsourcing. Europe executive summary.

page and click on job
postings. You'll go to a
secure area of the site,
which you can a ccess

What Kind of Ethics Code Do You Have?
The Financial and Management Accounting Committee (FMAC) of the International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC) just released a study that examines corporate ethics
codes. Titled Codifying Power and Control. Ethical Codes in Action,it analyzes the codes in
terms of how they're used, why they're used, and when their use is effective. It also
describes corporate codes of conduct in eight corporations in four countries and gives an
overview of ethics codes in Canadian companies. If you'd like a copy, you can download it
from the IFAC website at www.ifac.org or fax the IFAC office at (212) 286 -9570. ■

by using your last
name as "password"
an d your membe r
accou nt nu mbe r as
"name." Only IMA
members are allowed
to access this portion.
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KUDOS ON A JOB WELL DONE!
Theworkthatyouhavedonewith

Moving? Can't Sell?
Why not Rent? Part I

Anthony P Curatola, Editor

StrategicFinanceisincredible!
I also readCFOmagazine.You've
surpassedthat finepublication. Your
interviewswithCFOshavebeenexcellent: OracleandSaraLee. Thearticles
oncomputersystemshavebeen
extremely relevant, i.e., ERPvs. Best of
BreedandE-commerce.Thearticleson
websitestrategy, thereengineeringof a
smallbusiness,andfraudhavebeen
extremelytimelyandinformative. What
asourceofinformation.EveryCFO,
controller, financial analyst, and consultantshouldmakeyourmagazinemust
reading. GladtobeintheIMAand
receiveagreat magazine.
John Laub, CMA
BECOMINGABUSINESSPARTNER
Thecover story in [April] , "Why Isn't the
ControllerHavingMoreImpact?,"really
hithome. Therearecertainlyobstacles
wehavetoovercome,butreadingthe
articleI foundthatwehavemanyfactors
onourside.Mostimportantly, thecontroller hasavisionfor becomingabusinesspartner andiswillingtodowhat it
takes. I think thetoughest part is just
gettingpeople,especiallyuppermanagement, tobewillingtochangetheir expectationsofwhat thefinancedepartment
shouldbeoffering. It'snot that they
don't wantustobebusinesspartners,
but I don't thinktheyunderstandhowwe
shouldfit intotheLeanManufacturing
environment that they'retryingtoestablish.Sofar we'repushedtosimplydoa
better jobof what we'realreadydoing
rather thanquestioningwhetherwe
should do it at all or doing it differently.
Name Withheld
20
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THE REAL ESTATE MARKET IS BOOMING. INTEREST RATES ARE DOWN. YOUR CURRENT

house is no longer the "right" size for your family or you get transferred halfway across the
country. For whatever reason, you put your house on the market and move. But the house
doesn't sell, so to help defray the cost of maintaining two residences you rent out the old
house. What are the tax consequences of renting out the house both during the rental
period and when the house is finally sold?
The general rule of IRC Section 280A disallows the deduction of expenses and losses
(other than qualified mortgage interest, property taxes, and casualty losses) associated
with a residence. An exception to the general rule allows the deduction of expenses when a
"dwelling unit" such as a vacation home is rented out for more than a nominal period relative to the time it is used as a personal residence. These expenses, however, are limited to
the gross income from the property.
Section 280A(d)(4) provides a further exception when a taxpayer rents out his house as
in the situation above. In essence, Section 280A(d)(4) allows the taxpayer to act as though
he /she did not use the house during the tax year and, thereby, avoid the Section
280A(c)(5) limitation on deductions. In this case, when the old house is rented, expenses
incurred during the qualified rental period (i.e., the time the house is rented or held out
for rent) are allowed as a deduction as long as they would be allowed for a business. This
includes utilities and maintenance in addition to mortgage interest and property taxes.
Depreciation during this rental period is based on the lesser of the property's adjusted
basis or market value and is calculated as for any residential rental property (i.e., straight
line over 27.5 years based on the month the property was first offered for rent).
Additionally, if the expenses exceed the rental income, a loss is allowed. It should be
noted that the qualified rental period must either be at least 12 consecutive months or, if
con tin ued on page 66
less than 12 months, end on the date of the sale of the property.
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FIXING.

[ G O V E R N M E N T ]

Ouch!

Stephen Barlas, Editor

THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

lawsuit against

(FTC) is really tightening the screws

Mylan Laboratories

administra-

on companies charged with price fix-

and three other

on has pro-

ing. The FTC got Hoffmann- LaRoche

firms for fixing the

posed a bud-

and BASF to pay $500 million and

price of two generic

get of $8.1

$225 million in fines, respectively, to

drugs. There, the

settle FTC charges that the two major

FTC is asking a

Clinton

billion for
fiscal 2000,

manufacturers of vitamins fixed

federal court to

prices for those products. The fines

force Mylan to

)ctober 1,

are the largest, by far, the FTC has

disgorge $120

199.

ever sought. Joel Klein, head of the

million in illegally

le money the

Justice Department's antitrust divi-

gotten profits.

But Rossotti
noted that the economy is getting

harmful criminal antitrust conspiracy
ever uncovered. Fines of this magni-

IRS Commissioner

bigger, as are the number of tax

Issues Warning

tude are absolutely necessary if we are

It was a veiled warning, but a warning

returns, not to mention the number
of tax returns in the "big dollar" cate-

going to prevent these illegal cartels

nonetheless. Called to talk about the

gory, be they individual or corporate.

vhich starts

sion, called it the "most pervasive and

That is

from inflicting harm." That

"big picture" at the IRS, Commissioner

"Doing business the same way while

announcement on May 21 shouldn't
have surprised anyone. The FTC has

Charles Rossotti told the congression-

the economy grows and resources

al Joint Committee on Taxation that

decline will eventually undermine the

been on the warpath all year. Just a

the big picture isn't pretty. Underlying

whole tax system of the U.S.," he said.

few months before, it had filed a civil

his comments was the fact that the

c o nt i n ue d on p ag e 66

Benchmarking the Dow
• BOB PRICE OF THE MOTLEY FOOL ONLINE

beginning with the average return on equity

site describes Kenneth Lee's investing system

for the previous 10 years, you end up with

as "the best performing Dow system I know

two numbers —the downside target price and

of." Lee, a vice president at Salomon Smith

the upside target price. Armed with this

Barney and publisher of the newsletter

knowledge, and encouraged to apply a buy -

DowBuys offers a deceptively simple investing

and -hold strategy, the investor is prepared for

strategy in his recent book, Trouncing the

long -term growth and insight about the

Dow, from McGraw -Hill. Lee calls his method

correct time to sell.

benchmark investing, and he says it works
because stocks are subject to "irrational and
excessive price fluctuations." Using library resources

The book opens with a description of the
success of one legendary investor who uses
the same principles that Kenneth Lee espouses — Warren

available to anyone, the author teaches the reader to

Buffet. And it ends with a self -test that checks your pre-

use a straightforward seven -step method for developing

paredness to make the benchmark method work. If you

a stock's true value. After performing seven calculations,

can pick seven of 10 winners in the list, you're ready. ■
July 1 9 9 9
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Each year, Accountants On Call and the Institute of
Management Accountants formally recognize financial
executives from throughout the country for their outstanding
accomplishments and bottom -line contributions.
We are proud to present to you the 21 world -class
professionals who represent the 1999 AOC -IMA Financial
Executives of the Year.
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To participate in next year's AONMA Financial Executive of the Year Award,
please call 800 - 327 -1117, ext 274.
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* Daniel N. Evans, CPA, is

and CFO of the Carolina

Ameritech Procurement/

Experts has grown seven-

the vice president of fi-

Power & Light Company.

Property Services. He de-

fold since its inception only

nance and chief financial

Under Mr. Harder's direc-

signed, developed, and im-

two years ago. Mr. McKin-

officer of Suburban W ater

tion, CP &L has become the

plemented MENTOR, a prod-

ney has successfully kept

Systems, a public utility.

6th most profitable utility

uct profitability system wide-

pace with the increasing

Mr. Evans has restructured

company nationwide, ac-

ly recognized as the first

number of locations, addi-

the company's bond financ-

cording to the 1998 Fortune

activity -based costing model

tional internal reporting re-

ing, led industry efforts to

1000 annual survey. Mr.

to be deployed within the

quests, and the implemen-

define progressive new

Harder was selected by the

regional Bell operating com-

tation of a company -wide

rules for regulating mergers

Carolinas Council.

panies. To date, over 3,000

system conversion. He was

and acquisitions,,.and' has

managers have participated

chosen by the Tennessee

* Karen L. Howard, CPA,

in his basic and advanced

Valley Council.

ing systems to identify ar-

is the vice president and

training. Mr. Levering was

eas of overspending at

controller of Columbus

selected by the Mid - America

* James Mehrman is the

Subud)On. Mr. Evans was

McKinnon Corporation.

Council.

CFO of Crysteel Manufactur-

selected by the W ild W est

Among her many accom-

Council for his outstanding

plishments, Ms. Howard

*t Randall W. Luecke, CPA,

accomplishments, Mr. Mehr-

achievements.

centralized all of CM's U.S.

developed extensive report-

ing, Inc. Among his many

CMA, CERS, CPM, is the

man developed a superior

country -wide credit and col-

vice president of administra-

financing package, including

* Alan E. Fish, CPA, is the

lection functions under one

tion, treasurer, and assis-

a seven million - dollar bond

senior manager of Assur-

group reporting to her. Her

tant corporate secretary for

issue with the New York

ance and Advisory Business

centralization has yielded

International Approval Ser-

State Economic Develop-

Services, Ernst & Young. He

better results — greater effi-

vices, Inc., (IAS). Among his

ment Department to build

has a proven track record of

ciency, faster reaction time,

many accomplishments, he

an additional manufacturing

contributions to operational

and a reduction in DSOs.

has completely reconstruct-

facility. Mr. Mehrman was

efficiencies and company

Ms. Howard was selected

ed IAS's employee benefit

honored by the Northern

profitability growing the

by the Upstate NY Council.

program, reducing costs by

Lights Council.

business to a multimillffa =,
dollar -a -year revenue

more than 25%. Mr. Luecke
* Leslie Karnauskas, CMA,

was chosen by the Ohio

- William J. Osterbauer,

Council.

CMA, is the chief financial

source. Mr. Fish was select-

is the director of marketing

ed by the Northeast

for Datex- Ohmeda, a divi-

Council.

sion of Instrumentarium

officer of SAES Pure Gas,
John W. McCarthy is the

Inc., an international firm

Corporation of Helsinki,

associate director of plan-

headquartered in Milan,

* Ronald R. Geiger, CPA, is

Finland. W hile controller of

ning and finance for

Italy. Mr. Osterbauer has

president and CEO of Hark -

Ohmeda, she participated

Catholic Charities of St.

excelled at providing sound

er's Distribution Inc. His
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EXPORTING
the RIGHT WAY
1956,IN A GARAGE IN GLENNVILLE,

IN

GA., A COMPANY

THAT WOULD BECOME A GLOBAL LEADER WAS BORN.
T H IS IS THE STORY OF

ROTARY

CORPORAT ION, THE

WORLDS LARGEST SUPPLIER OF AFTERMARKET OUT DOOR POWER EQUIPMENT PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
Rotary Corporation grew steadily.

replacement parts to auto parts

From 1968 through 1974, Rotary

stores and lawn mower dealers.

purchased land near Glennville

He

Southeast,

for a larger facility, acquired a

delivering his parts literally from

lawn mower blade manufacturer,

the trunk of his car. By 1960,

and relocated it to Glennville. An

Harvey's business had grown,

air filter company also was pur-

and his company, then called

chased and relocated.

traveled

the

Rotary Mower Parts, moved

Its reputation for quality

from the garage into a nearby

products and service led Rotary

rented

Another

to expand into foreign markets.

move to a larger local warehouse

After initial exports in the early

storehouse.

followed in 1964. Through his

1970s, Bill Nelson's expertise

commitment to quality and

became apparent, and Rotary's

customer service, Harvey got his

export business gained ground.

youn g compa n y off t o a good

In 1977, Ed Nelson joined his

start, with the annual sales rising

father and set his eye toward the

to $200,000 in 1966. Then, due

future of the industry.

to declining health, Harvey

Growth fueled by expanding

decided to sell the company to

markets led Rotary to further

his nephew, Bill Nelson.

acquisitions and expansion in the

Under the new ownership,
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distribution center was established in Belgium in 1992,
and, in 1995,a new distribution center in Albany, N.Y.,
opened. As Rotary's exports increased, Bill Nelson's
exporting talents were recognized with many national
and state honors and awards.
Rotary now delivers parts to 20,000 customers in all 50
states and more than 48 foreign countries as it explores
avenues to maintain a worldwide presence in the outdoor
power equipment industry. J.D. Harvey's all- important
philosophy of quality products and service remains
Rotary's guiding force.

LESSONSLEARNED-THE"THREEC'S"
There are lessons from Rotary's success story that may help
other small and medium -sized companies to develop international sales. Rotary avoided common pitfalls to global
expansion by stressing the "three C's" of international commerce: commitment, customers, and cultural sensitivity. The
first four pitfalls involve commitment, the next three relate to
customers, and the final two are tied to cultural sensitivity.

Insufficient commitment by top management to overcome the initial difficulties and financial requirements
of exporting.
Then CEO Bill Nelson made a strong and lasting commitment to exporting. Wayne Rogers, now V.P. for
International Marketing, recalled that Rotary's initial venture into global planning began when Nelson walked into
his small sales office and said, "Wayne, we need to go
global. Find out how to do it." Based on that charge,
Rogers knew he had ample discretion to explore possibilities, define challenges, and develop solutions. The supportive relationship between top management and the
sales force fostered a necessary period of experimentation
and risk taking as the company began to redirect a significant portion of its resources into the new growth strategy.
Such commitment by top management is an essential
characteristic of successful exporters, but it may be that
Rotary's unstructured experience is atypical. Another
small entrepreneurial company in a neighboring county
(Fulghum Industries, a chip mill manufacturing plant in
Wadley, Ga.) approached the problem by giving its sales
team five years to develop and implement a global marketing plan. Within this period, the sales team conducted exploratory visits to potential target markets and
developed time lines, research strategies, and criteria for
choice of agents and financial strength of customers.
28
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Failure to obtain qualified export counseling and to obtain a master international marketing plan before starting an export business.
This planning strategy wasn't particularly appropriate to Rotary's experience because Rotary began, as
many firms do, with "indirect exporting." In other
words, it received an order from its first English customer for parts shown at a trade show in New York and
had to determine how to respond. After the initial
experience and investment in the learning curve, sales
managers and top management began to realize that an
untapped and potentially significant market opportunity was available in other countries. It was then that
Rotary began systematic planning and preparation.
Rotary sought expert advice, allied itself with a skilled
freight forwarder close to its headquarters, and began
to address the details of export marketing. It also
worked with the U.S. Commercial Service office in
Savannah, Ga., accumulating market research with the
foreign trade specialist.

Failure to use an export management company.
Rotary's first sales to Great Britain in 1974 were
handled by external import- export management
companies, and this practice has continued with
modifications. For all sales originating in the U.S.,
Rotary uses a freight forwarder unless customers
specify a company. It also shops for rates on air
freight service. In 1984, Rotary hired a sales representative and warehouse distributor in Wavre,
Belgium, who solicits and receives orders and ships
parts throughout Europe.
Weighing the costs and benefits of export management companies, including commissions, shipping
and service costs, and maintenance costs for its sales
to international distributors and its purchases of parts
from foreign producers, Rotary does as much inhouse work as possible. The marketing department
prepares orders for the export management companies
including invoices, bills of lading, and certificates of
origin for sales to Canada and Mexico. To make the
process more efficient, it invested heavily in staff time
to design software for document generation and
description of the more than 7,000 individual parts in
inventory.

Failure to consider licensing or joint venture agreements.
Because Rotary chose to sell directly to distributors, with
all parts manufactured or assembled and packaged in the
U.S., licensing and joint ventures aren't part of its strategic
plan. But those alternatives to direct export sales have benefits for many small companies because they can pool U.S.
technical expertise and managerial know -how with foreign
customer service and distribution systems. With proper
grounding in international marketing, solid commitment to
a long -term relationship in the foreign country, and appreciation for the unique talents that a foreign partner can
bring to the venture, a licensing and joint venture organization can be a profitable and satisfying approach.

Insufficient care selecting overseas distributors.
Rotary has been very careful in selecting its distributors. Its distributors buy the products from Rotary, then
supply and service retail clients. The greatest part of its
success is the personal relationship Rotary's managers
establish with the distributors. For example, CEO Ed
Nelson and V.P. Wayne Rogers visited many distributors
in a three -week "round -the- world" journey. The visits
cemented relationships and expressed appreciation to
customers. Customer loyalty manifests itself in the length
of the relationships, some lasting almost 22 years. For
example, a young salesman, fluent in Spanish, is responsible for the Latin American market. He has developed a
personal relationship with his clients, and visits and gifts
are exchanged with their families.
While some companies might neglect their export
business when the U.S. market booms, this would not
suit Rotary. The reliability of relationships with distributors is a great asset. Relationships have been developed at
considerable expenditure of dollars and common sense.
The trust and good faith that underlie the export business
are based on goodwill and mutual support.

Chasing orders around the world instead ofestablishing a
basis for profitable operations and orderly growth.
Rotary's management is committed to growth in international markets, but its important domestic base is
never neglected. Rotary sees international markets as
complementing domestic growth. For example, the busy

sales time for lawn care products in the U.S. is winter in
preparation for summer retail sales. By March, the bulk
of U.S. production, assembly, and delivery is accomplished, and Rotary turns to its South American markets,
supplying its distributors for their summer season of
November through January. In this way, Rotary seamlessly fits exports into its growing domestic markets.

Failure to assist vendors in complying with NAFTA.
Canada and Mexico are two of Rotary's most important
international markets. To capitalize on the lowered tariff
schedules in the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), companies must prove that more than 50% of
the transactional value originated in either one, two, or
three of the member countries. Transactional value includes
the value of the part itself plus packaging and labor.
Approximately 10% of Rotary parts originate outside the
U.S., with Taiwan the largest supplier. Rotary has been buying from the same supplier in Taiwan for more than 20
years. To comply with NAFTA, Rotary must provide proof
of origin for every part in its catalog —more than 7,000
parts. Complying with this rule was and is a monumental
task Rotary adds 300 -400 new parts to its catalog each year.
Every supplier must provide documentary evidence on a
standardized NAFTA country of origin form for each part
sold. NAFTA requires one certificate form per product per
year. Each part must also receive a classification code based
on NAFTA guidelines to determine the appropriate tariff
schedule. This code is updated/revised every year, and codes
for `old" products are frequently changed. But NAFTA provides no mechanism for communicating these changes to
users. So, each year three employees of Rotary's International
Sales Division consult the revised codes for every product in
their catalog and manually check for proper classification.
These employees also must secure certificates of origin for
all parts from every supplier.
Because most of its suppliers don't export and don't
know NAFTA guidelines, Rotary managers must educate
them on rules of origin. Frequently, suppliers maintain
no record of parts' origin, and it's difficult to motivate
suppliers to comply on a timely basis. Rotary must do the
investigative and documentary work. Finally, Rotary has
to maintain copies of these forms and supporting documents for five years, creating a huge document storage
and retrieval nightmare.
A final word of advice is appropriate for companies
interested in developing trade with Canada and Mexico
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under NAFTA. Wayne Rogers observed that NAFTA is the
culmination, not the cause, of increased trade in North
America. As Mexico committed its economy to free market practices, it has been easier for companies such as
Rotary to develop sales there. NAFTA provided for a systematic phaseout of tariff and nontariff barriers among
the three participating nations, included a forum for
cooperation on labor and environmental concerns, and
established resolution mechanisms for trade disputes. It
institutionalized the movement toward free trade within
North America in 1994, adding Mexico to the U.S. Canada Free Trade relationship, erecting protections for
North American content goods within the regional trading block, and establishing barriers to non -NAFTA
imports. But there's a price borne by companies such as
Rotary that now must deal with the time - consuming burden of documentation and certification.
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Failure to treat international distributors on an equal
Z
Z
basis with domestic counterparts.
0
0
0
All of Rotary's distributors are equally valuable.
T
Indeed, the credit manager finds that some long -time
American market, and the Belgian representative for the
international accounts are paid more readily than some
European market speaks many languages.
U.S. accounts where domestic contracts may foster delays.
The CFO requests financial statements from all cusNOWDOESIT ALLFIT?
tomers with a credit history included in their applicaManagers of small and medium -sized companies who
tions. New accounts pay by bank drafts and letters of
want to develop or expand international sales will benefit
credit, while some old customers have open accounts.
by focusing on commitment to international growth, cusRotary carefully scrutinizes credit applications from both
tomer service, and cultural sensitivity. There's no one
domestic and international customers, intending to preright way to achieve these "Three C's" of international
serve "doing business on a handshake" as soon as track
records can be established.
commerce, but the lessons Rotary Corporation learned
stress that if you maintain that focus, your chances of
international success will be enhanced. ■
Failure to print service, sales, and warranty messages in
local languages or to modify products to meet cultural
preferences in other countries.
The refusal to modify "Made in the USN' products to
meet foreign requirements has long passed. As a minimum, all foreign products made for the international market are made according to the metric system. Sales are conducted in English and the distributor's language, but as of
this writing the products haven't been relabeled from
English to other languages. Plans are under way to provide
new labels and instructions in French and Spanish. Rotary
employed a Spanish - speaking sales manager for the Latin
30
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Leslie B. Fletcher, CPA, Ph.D., is assistant professorofaccounting at Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, Ga. She can be
reached at(912) 681 -0104 or lfletcher@gsvms2.ccgasou edu.
Lynda S. Hamilton, J.D., is professor oflegal studies and
director, Center for International Business Education, at
Georgia Southern University. You can reach her at(912)
681 -5526 or Iamilton@gsaix2.cc.gasou.edu.
Luther Trey Denton, Ph.D., is associate professor ofmarketing at Georgia Southern Univerity. He can be reached at
(912) 681 -5655 or ldenton @gsvms2.cc.gasou.edu.
Note. The authors and staff at Strategic Finance were
saddened to hear of the recent death of Bill Nelson.

The CFM (Certified in Financial Management)
designation, sponsored by the Institute of
Management Accountants and co- sponsored by the
Financial Management Association International,
is the best way for financial professionals to stand
out from the crowd, enhance their careers and
earn more money.
Surveys show that holders of IMA
certifications will earn $500,000 more than a
non - certified professional over the course of a
career. And more and more executives look for
the CFM designation when filling key financial
management positions.
CFM is the only certification specifically designed for
corporate financial professionals. Give your career the

CFM advantage.

Chemicals,
k-,argin, mc.
Cummins Engine Company, Inc.
Hewlett- Packard Company
IBM
JC Penney Company, Inc.
Johnson & Johnson
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
Pharmacia & Upjohn
C M

IA
www.imanet.org

000

Financial know -how. Management expertise.

Call 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 265, or
email us at: cfin@imanet.org

Russia's
Accounting
Moves West
s soon as the USSR ceased to exist, the
unified Soviet system of accounting
that had been developed over many
decades to monitor a centrally planned
economy began to disintegrate. An essentially new Russian
accounting system has come into being characterized by crucial
changes in the National Chart of Accounts and accounting regulations, including a greater adherence to international standards.
In the USSR, accounting was used as a tool to safeguard
socialist property and fulfill the state's central plans. These
objectives were realized by strict control and monitoring of the
financial results of business activities by and for the corresponding higher management bodies and the central government agencies. Control activities included monitoring the care
and retention of
assets, the use of factors of production, and compliance with norms concerning the
amount and composition of current assets and the production
of goods and services, as well as ascertaining the cost of production and financial profit and its use.
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—

Level III
Level IV
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—

Level II

—

Level I

Legislative

Federal laws, Government acts, President's decrees

Parliament of Russia, Government of
Russia, President of Russia

Normative

Accounting standards

Ministry of Finance of Russia, Central
Bank of Russia

Methodical

Normative acts (other than accounting standards),
methodical instructions

Ministry of Finance of Russia, State
and municipal authorities

Organizational

Intra -firm regulations (orders, guidelines, manuals,
etc.) within the accounting policy of a company

Businesses, consulting firms

In 1991 three events crucial in
accounting development occurred:
publication of the mostly new Chart
of Accounts, production of a new set
of financial statements similar to
those used in Western accounting,
and the beginning of preparations for
radical change in accounting and
auditing regulation and methodology.
The principal normative documentation in Russian accounting —
"Regulation on Accounting and
Reporting in the Russian Federation" —was approved by decree of

• Balance sheet continuity;
• Recording of assets on the basis
of the original cost of acquisition;
■ General consideration of the
going- concern principle; and
■ Valuation of foreign currency
assets and liabilities using the market
exchange rate prevailing at the balance sheet date, as established by the
Central Bank of Russia (CBR).
Several other accounting concepts
also have moved toward Western
principles, such as the recognition of
sales and the matching of expenses

overheads associated with production are capitalized in inventory
rather than taken as costs of the
period, as would be the case under
Western principles.
Because Russian accounting
methodology traditionally has been
uniquely financial oriented, internal
operational management systems
consisted of a collection of very different methods independent of each
other. "Management accounting"
didn't exist as we know it, although
cost accounting and cost analysis

the government on February 16,
1992. Most of the work of transforming the accounting system is
being done by the Ministry of
Finance with the assistance of
experts of some international institutions such as the United Nations,
the European Union, the World
Bank, and the major international
accounting firms.
Today, Russian accounting principles agree with international
accounting standards (IAS) in the
following respects:
■ Use of a double entry bookkeeping system;

and income. One significant exception to Western standards is the use
of a fund accounting system for liabilities. Specialized funds may be set
up using annual profits. For example, the reserve fund is to be used
against expenses or losses during a
fiscal year when other resources of
the enterprise are unavailable.
Another important exception is
that certain expenses aren't considered deductible in computing profit
before taxation but are instead taken
as a debit to after -tax profits. A significant difference also arises
because general and administrative

have been practiced extensively,
mostly by enterprise administrators.
Activity -based costing barely exists,
and the absence of true pricing often
makes costs useless. Barter is a
favorite form of doing business.
Since Soviet times, Russian
accountants have been collecting an
immense amount of information
about their companies. But they
never used the data to provide comprehensive analyses, nor were they
willing to make results accessible to
outsiders. Today, data calculated by
Russian companies still are often
manipulated in order to strengthen
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the company's position in negotiations with state authorities —
whether the company is at the table
to pay fewer taxes or seek more subsidies. Still, outsiders find it hard to
get reliable information. As a result,
Russian accounting standards have
become the usual basis of financial
analysis because only data based on
them are available across companies
and allow for comparison. But these
standards have considerable shortcomings. They are not useful for
international comparison, and they
can easily be misinterpreted.
A good example for this point is
the results for the first half of 1998
for a major oil company, Tatneft.
According to Russian standards, pretax income fell by 27% compared to
the same period of 1997.When the
company later calculated the same
figure according to Western standards, it indicated a 58% decline.
The main reason for this difference
of more than 100% between the two
accounts is the fact that the Russian
standards count widespread barter

Many have started to offer figures
calculated according to Western
standards. Yukos, Tatneft, and
Sibneft use the U.S. GAAP standards, and Gazprom applies the
international accounting standards.
In addition, Gazprom signed a contract with PricewaterhouseCoopers
last month to develop a computerized accounting and payment system. Other oil companies, such as
Komitek and TNK, have Western style audits under way. But TNK's
data is reserved for management
only.
A report by a European -owned
investment bank, United Financial
Group (UFG), also mentions another problem. Since IAS- or GAAPaudited statements entail considerable costs, Russian oil companies
produce them only on a yearly
(sometimes six- month) basis.
Results for the first and the third
quarter, at least, are then reported
according to Russian accounting
standards (RAS). Since they aren't
designed to report profits to

The taxation system of Russia shows
a clear tendency to do away with
taxes and obligatory deductions that
contribute little to the budget and
that have minimal impact. There are
a number of unsolved problems.
Most serious are the low level of tax
collection and the insolvency of the
enterprises paying taxes. The noncompliance of enterprises and individuals is a major factor, while the
tax system is also not uniform due to
tax preferences, distortionary rules,
and uneven application. Barter trade
hampers taxation.
The objective of the early years of
reform was to compute taxable
income. Tax returns are filled out
directly from information maintained on balance sheets. The
American Chamber of Commerce in

transactions as cash payments. But
that isn't the only pitfall of Russian
accounting.
For example, the huge Russian
state -owned oil company, Rosneft,
calculated 1998 profits (in the first
half of the year) completely on an
accrual basis, while in 1997 some
Rosneft subsidiaries presented their
results on a cash basis. Thus, results
can't be compared with anything —
not with previous results of that
company nor with other companies'
results. Increasingly, companies in
the Russian oil and gas industry are
working to correct such problems.

investors, these statements can be
grossly misleading. For example, the
loss reported by Sibneft for the third
quarter of 1998 was several times
higher in the Russian accounting
statement than it would have been in
a GAAP statement. But even the
general use of GAAP standards by
Russian companies wouldn't mean
an end to the problems.
One can only agree with the final
statement of the UFG report: "It
needs to be borne in mind, of
course, that any financial reporting
system — whether RAS or IAS/
GAAP —is only as good as the

Russia describes the system as "antiquated, cumbersome, and inflexible."
In 1996,measures were taken to
require accounting for revenue on
an accrual, rather than cash, basis.
This has permitted a distinction to
begin to develop between financial
reporting (which is of interest to
shareholders and managers) and tax
reporting.
The concept of developing and
perfecting the Russian tax system on
a permanent basis is being actively
pursued. A new tax code is supposed
to reduce the total number of the
taxes considerably and to unify those

underlying data and data capture
processes —both of which may have
a long way to go, despite the gloss
which is placed on the figures by a
`Western audit."'

THETAXATO
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taxes that have a common base.
The accounting and auditing
developments can't be separated
from the prevailing legal framework,
while improvements in these
accounting/auditing aspects are very
much related to the improvements
in the institutional and regulatory

different types of economic activity.
With the expansion of the accountant's role, accounting education has
had to go beyond the traditional
undergraduate curriculum to
include expanded bodies of knowledge in a variety of related fields. On
August 12, 1994, the state education-

official plan. In addition, the GOR
has adopted a resolution requiring
audits on major Russian enterprises,
complying with both RAS /RAR and

environment and framework. The
tax system —and its rules —are
regarded by many as unfair and
uneven. Tax evasion is rampant and
very sophisticated.
A major legal issue is "corporate
governance," and the reforming of
Russian enterprises has given considerable attention to this issue. A new
law on Joint Stock Companies came
into focus in 1996, and corporate
governance is one of the objectives
of the law. It renders public companies responsible for increased transparency and accountability. The
cross ownership between banks and
industrial companies tended to blur
the governance and accountability
issue.

al standard, "On Higher Professional
Education," was approved by decree
of the government of the Russian
Federation. Under this decree, a new
three -stage system of higher education has been adopted.

Russia intends to adopt the changes
slowly. Greater openness (transparency) will be required, but Russia
will tend to stick to its uniform
charts of accounts like France and
many other countries. Tax policy
and economic policy also need to be
more closely linked. Management
accounting as practiced in the West
is a new area, although "costing"
existed. Curricula on management
accounting for planning and control
have been developed at all major
universities and institutions, but the
sound practice of management
accounting still leaves much to be
desired.
The International Center for
Accounting Reform is a nonprofit,
nongovernment Russian legal entity
with a limited life span. It was created to develop a series of Russian
national accounting standards that
take account of the Russian situation
during the period of introduction of
IAS and to help Russian enterprises
embark on the transition to IAS.
ICAR's role is also to prepare practical instructions for the application
of the reform program and to develop training materials and retraining
courses for practicing accountants.
Donald Beskine, CEO of ICAR,
says "Russian and international professional accountants are working
together closely to devise an effective

ACCOUNTN
I GEDUCATO
IN
For many years, the accountant's primary responsibility was to generate
financial information for control
purposes but not for making decisions. As a result, the prestige of
accounting was extremely low. In the
past, secondary school graduates
rated accounting as 91st of 92 professions available to them. Accounting training in the USSR consisted of an odd mixture of different
sciences (accounting, economics,
finance, etc.) and training in technical accounting procedures. Training
included accounting principles for
36
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ACCOUNTN
I GFORTHEFUTURE
For western -based companies looking to invest in Russian companies,
assessing their financial performance
remains a challenge due to Russian
accounting regulations (RARs).
RARs were drafted and used for tax
calculation and bookkeeping purposes and not designed for use by potential investors as a measurement of a
company's financial performance. As
the need has increased for understandable, comparable, transparent,
detailed, and reliable financial statements to attract foreign investment,
the Government of the Russian
Federation (GOR) has taken steps to
promote accounting reforms.
The main goal of Russia's accounting reform program is to bring
Russian accounting and auditing
regulations into conformity with
international accounting standards
(IAS). The GOR has established an
interagency government committee
for accounting reform to aid this
transition, and it recognized the
independent International Center
for Accounting Reform (ICAR) in its

IAS.
All these actions should lead to a
greater alignment with international
accounting standards, although

way for Russian enterprises to start
applying an IAS system' This past
November, ICAR organized the first
Russian conference on IAS, which
drew over 500 participants and during which the official translation of
IAS was presented. Most important,
there is now a standard for the trans-

value will continue to be a problem
while a barter economy of some sort
exists in Russia. According to Larissa
Gorbatova of the Federal Commission on the Securities Market of the
Russian Federation, "In some
Russian enterprises, over 80% of all
transactions are settled in nonmone-

dents to learn and to be exposed to
new and other developments is laudable. The wave of Russia's future lies
in its younger generation, who are
very eager to adopt and adapt new
methodologies including Western
accounting principles. There is reason for both pessimism and opti-

lation of IAS terms into Russian,
which will ease the transition to IAS
for Russian and foreign firms.
"One of the major constituents of
the Accounting Reform Program is
drafting and approving 22 national
accounting standards and regulations in compliance with IAS,"said
A.S. Bakaev, head of accounting
methodology of the Ministry of
Finance, at the ICAR conference.
Western -based companies need to
be aware that until all Russian companies make the transition to IAS,
interpretation of financial statements prepared according to RAS/
RAR can be misleading. The value of
assets is based on their historical
cost, not on their economic value
(fair value); revenues can be presented on a cash basis as well as on an
accrual basis; and loan loss reserves
are more lenient under RAR.
Although there has been some
progress in moving toward IAS, in
Russia, the country still has a way to
go in implementing the necessary
changes for complete transition to
IAS. The most pressing factors
include broad acceptance by key
decision makers, changes in civil and
tax legislation, retraining Russian
professional accountants under the
IAS system, and adherence to international auditing standards.
In addition, assessing fair market

tary forms, including barter and setoffs. Assigning a fair value in these
cases is not possible. We need to recognize that since we do not have
reliable market prices for most
financial assets, fair value accounting
is still a big question mark." Several
Russian companies such as Gazprom
and Rostelecom already are using
IAS in their consolidated financial
reports. Russia's need to attract foreign investors and enter the international markets as exporters and
investors will continue to be a major
incentive in this direction.

mism concerning the future directions of accounting in Russia —some
pessimism regarding the short term
and optimism regarding the long
term. Russia has a long way to go,
but there are committed professionals who want to make the needed
changes.
It's hard to transform or adapt the
Russian scene overnight. The whole
process has its ups and downs and
presumably will continue that way
for the near future. The adaptation
to a new direction in its domestic
socio- economic and global environment will take some time because
the Russian people have to make this
transition, and their process is hampered to a large extent by history.
Remember: Western culture, laws,
and thinking have been gradual
products of the Renaissance, the
Reformation, and the
Enlightenment. ■

MORECHANGES
The theory and practice of corporate
finance and banking are still in their
infancy. The notion that bank
accounting should involve both various areas of accounting and evaluation of investments (e.g., project and
feasibility studies) is fairly new. Bank
accounting and banking operations
(e.g., international accounting)
demand wider focus, while the field
of corporate finance also needs better exposure at educational and
practice levels.
As for the education dimension of
the changeover, it is gratifying to see
how the various educational institutions are training in modern and
international financial management
methodologies. The eagerness of stu-

Adolf 1. H. Enthoven is director,
Center for International Accounting
Development, The University of Texas
at Dallas. This article is based, in
part, on a comprehensive publication,
Accounting, Auditing, and Taxation
in the Russian Federation. This book
and two related volumes can be
ordered from the IMA customer orders
department at 1 -800- 638 -4427,ext.
278, e-mail: jpirard @imanet.org.
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First, let's define "transfer price."
This term refers to the price at which
an enterprise transfers goods or
intangible property or provides services to a related enterprise, such as
a parent company to a subsidiary.
The Internal Revenue Service is concerned that companies could use
these transfer prices to shift profits
between related entities through cost
of goods sold. Thus, transfer pricing
manipulation could be used by taxpayers to shift income from high tax
jurisdictions like the U.S. to low tax
jurisdictions.
The right price from the IRS's
perspective is the market value
price. Because it's difficult to prove
that the transfer price was equal to
the market price, companies often
find themselves in disputes with
the IRS. But now there's help. The

IRS's Advanced Pricing Agreement
(APA) Program provides companies an opportunity to avoid costly
audits and litigation by allowing
them to negotiate a prospective
agreement with the IRS regarding
the facts, the transfer pricing
methodology, and an acceptable
range of results. The program is
aimed at multinational corporations interested in avoiding penalties, managing risk, and determining their tax liability with certainty.
In the APA Program, you as a
financial professional and represen40
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tative of your company would work
proactively with the IRS in a cooperative negotiating environment
rather than in an adversarial examination or litigation environment.
The APA Program's goal? To agree
upon the best method to calculate
market - driven prices, which allows
you to determine your transfer
price and, ultimately, your tax liability with certainty. An APA results
in no surprises for the taxpayer.
Because the IRS has agreed
prospectively, you won't find yourself involved in transfer pricing disputes later as long as you comply
with the agreement, which can
cover as many as five years and can

also be applied to prior years. Since
the start of the program, the IRS
has completed 1 6 4 APAs, and 181
are in process.

NOWHERETOHIDE
The U.S. began taking transfer pricing issues more seriously at the end
of the 1980s by imposing big new
penalties (20% and 40% of the tax
underpayment caused by transfer
pricing issues) and strict record keeping requirements. Other countries balked at this drastic move, saying that governments shouldn't

intrude that far into corporate decision making. The U.S. generally
ignored the comments and made the
changes anyway. Decision makers in
corporate tax departments quickly
determined that if they underpaid
the United States, they could be
exposed to huge penalties, but if
they underpaid other countries, they
wouldn't face these consequences.
Times have changed.
Over the past five years other
countries have greatly increased
enforcement efforts. For instance,
Canada is adding 100 people —
nearly doubling its staff —to
increase transfer pricing examinations. Countries such as Australia,
Brazil, Japan, France, and several
others have put penalties in place.
This enhanced enforcement greatly
increases the likelihood that more
than one country will attempt to
tax the same income —which
means double taxation. In this
environment of increased enforcement, companies should make all
transfer pricing decisions with an
eye toward defending these decisions against the I R S and other tax
authorities.

PAINANDGAIN
Some companies have experienced
the pain of not getting their transfer prices right in the eyes of the
IRS. In December 1998, DHL, the
package delivery and courier service, lost a hefty transfer pricing
battle with the IRS over the value
of its trademark. DHL valued the
trademark at $20 million while
the Tax Court concluded that
$100 million was the right price.
Adding insult to injury, DHL got

Help Is

on

slapped with a 40% penalty for
this error in judgment.
The APA program not only lets
you avoid the pain of such penalties,
but it also lets you gain certainty
regarding your anticipated tax liability. With the APA, you also avoid the
double taxation situations. This certainty extends to your control over
cash flow.
Transfer pricing often comes into
play in cashflow management. For
example, if a U.S. corporation has a
subsidiary in China and through an
IRS examination is required to shift
$400 million of income from the
foreign subsidiary to the U.S. parent
corporation, there obviously would
be major tax and cashflow repercussions. Tax liabilities and foreign tax
credits would change, and the company might need to pay a dividend.
When this enormous shift in income happens, cashflow planning
goes out the window. The idea that
all this could be controlled through
an APA so a company could plan
makes sense not only from a tax
perspective but from a corporate
management perspective as well.

the Way

Resolution activities available for settling transfer pricing disputes
Resolution Activity

Comments

Examination

An examination is an expensive process due to
the voluminous records and the complex factual
interpretations involved.

Administrative

This process involves additional time and
professional fees and includes a face -to -face
settlement conference between an IRS appeals
officer and the taxpayer.

appeals process

Litigation

The taxpayer usually bears the burden of proving
that the tax deficiency and the underlying adjust ments are incorrect or showing that any favorable
adjustment being sought is correct. It is very time
consuming and expensive.

Competent authority

This procedure is used when a tax treaty with a
mutual agreement article is in effect. The procedure
is invoked when the IRS or a foreign tax authority
proposes a transfer pricing adjustment that will
result in double taxation.

Advanced Pricing

The taxpayer can avoid a transfer pricing dispute by
entering into a prospective agreement with the IRS
(and possibly other tax authorities) regarding its
transfer pricing policies.

Agreement (APA)

SAVETIMEANDMONEY
The benefits don't end with avoiding
penalties and gaining certainty. The
APA process can actually save your
company time and money. How?
Effective communication, narrowly
defined information disclosure, and
the nonadversarial nature of the APA
process mean you'll spend less time
taking this approach versus an
examination or litigation. Here are
two examples of the benefits of the
program.

In the traditional IRS dispute resolution process, the various offices
within the IRS act independently,
which means taxpayers have to convince each IRS office of their position. Not so with the APA program,
which promotes "one -stop shopping." The experts on the IRS APA
team are able to respond to the taxpayer's request in a timely fashion
and with a unified voice.
Another major time saver is the
fact that the taxpayer and the IRS
July 1 9 9 9
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agree in advance what information
is relevant to the taxpayer's transfer
pricing decision. Without an APA,
taxpayers would have to maintain
documentation sufficient to demonstrate that other transfer pricing
methodologies are less appropriate.

MEETTHEPLAYERS
If you pursue an APA, you'll be
working with transfer pricing professionals trained in negotiation
skills. The IRS APA team is committed to hearing the taxpayer's side of
the story through this interactive
process. They are motivated to settle
cases because the IRS recognizes the
need to resolve transfer pricing dis-

there are three disciplines at work —
legal, accounting, and economics—
and if you get these three to agree,
most likely you have a good deal.

THEAPAPROCESS
In November 1996, the IRS revised
the procedures involved in securing
an APA. Here's our guide to the
phases of the APA process.
Pre - Filing Conference. Before you
formally request an APA, you may
want to participate in one or more
pre - filing conferences to explore
whether the program is right for
you. These conferences, which can
take place anonymously, center on

_

ence with a proposed transfer pricing methodology (TPM) and proposed parameters for the agreement,
including the term of the APA, the
parties to the APA, the
transactions and businesses to be covered, and supporting documents. The
APA team needs to fully
understand the facts to be able to
speed the process. Through these
conferences, you can determine what
specific information should be
included in your formal request,
which includes a proposed transfer
pricing methodology and user fee.
When preparing the TPM,
remember to:
0 Follow the transfer pricing rules
(i.e., base it on the arm's - length
standard, which is the market price).
• Develop a range of reliable
results.
• Provide relevant data, including
an economic analysis of your industry and the markets and countries
the APA will cover.
• Identify similar businesses in
terms of economic activities performed, assets employed, and the
costs and risks incurred.

putes more efficiently.
Both the IRS and taxpayer APA
teams have a team leader. In addition, an economist and an international examiner participate on the
IRS's APA team. On the taxpayer's
APA team are the lead negotiator, a
transfer pricing specialist (typically
the same person), an economist, and
a director of tax who's responsible
for factual content. As you can see,
42
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your business
operations, past transfer pricing
practices, and potential problems
with the APA process.
Preparation for these meetings is
key. Before the pre - filing conference,
you should provide the IRS's APA
team with a written document outlining the issues to be discussed. You
should go to the pre - filing confer-

If you have done your homework
the meetings should go smoothly.
Evaluation and Negotiation. The
IRS's APA team initially evaluates
your request within 45 days of
receiving it. Within 60 days of
receipt, the two teams agree to a
case plan and schedule. After the
IRS team receives any additional
information from you, it evaluates
the information to determine the

v

appropriate TPM and an acceptable
range of market prices. The IRS
team then attempts to reach an
informal decision on your request,
which is followed by a formal
agreement. The time needed to
conclude the process depends on
the scope and complexity of the
case, but the average time frame is
20 months.
Administration and Renewal. Once
you finalize the agreement, you

Advance Pricing Agreement Process
Activity

Party or Parties Involved

Pre - filing conference

Taxpayer and the IRS

Formal request for an Advance
Pricing Agreement (APA)

Taxpayer

Assembly of a multi- functional
APA team

IRS

Agreement to a case plan and
schedule

Taxpayer and the IRS

Negotiation and recommendation
of an agreement

Taxpayer and the IRS

Signature of APA

Taxpayer and Associate Chief Counsel (Int'I)

Bilateral APA

Taxpayer, IRS, and Treaty Partner

must:
• File an annual report, which
demonstrates good faith compliance
with the terms and conditions of
APA;
• Calculate compensating adjustments, if any (tax reporting adjustments that are made to comply with
the terms of the APA);
• Maintain books and records sufficient to enable the IRS to examine
your compliance with the APA.

renewal should be granted relatively
quickly with little debate. Also,
there's a reduced filing fee for
renewals.

simply makes good business sense.
The APA program allows your company to focus on business concerns
rather than on defending your
transfer pricing decisions. ■

GOODBUSINESSSENSE
You also can request a renewal by
following the same procedures that
apply to an initial APA request. As
long as the functions and risks
remain similar to the initial APA, the

Because more and more transactions
are crossing borders, this issue won't
go away. Putting your company in a
position that allows you to avoid
costly transfer pricing examination

APA Fee Structure
Taxpayer
Gross Income

Original
Each Additional
Request Multilateral Request

Routine
Small
Renewal Transactions

$1

$25,000

$7,500

$7,500

$7,500

$15,000

$7,500

$7,500

$7,500

billion or more

Less than $1 billion and
greater than or equal
to $100,000 million
Less than
$100,000

million

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

Steve Wrappe is the director ofAPA
Services for Deloitte & Touche in the
Washington National Tax Office. His
more than 19 years oftax experience
includes over eight years ofspecialization in transfer pricing and APAs. You
can reach Steve at (202) 879 -5645.
Ken Milani is a professor in the
Department ofAccountancy in the
CollegeofBusiness Administration at
the University ofNotre Dame. You
can reach Ken at (219) 631 -5296.
Julie Joy is a senior manager in
Deloitte & Touche's Washington,
D.C. office. You can reach Julie at
(202) 775 -3813.
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your
own

RETIREMENTPLAN
EMPLOYEES LIKE SELF - DIRECTED 401(x) PLANS, BUT EMPLOYERS ARE CONCERNED ABOUT LIABILITY COSTS.

By Gregg Rose

0
0

Z

0

J

he best way to
make money is
to do it yourself.
On the other
hand, the best
way to lose money is to
do it yourself. Many
people believe if they
can manage their own
retirement accounts,
they can become millionaires. It's not as easy
as it looks.
According to latest
U.S. Department of Labor estimates, 65 million
Americans are currently
eligible to participate in

401(k) plans, and this
number is rising. Employees like putting
money away for retirement through a 401(k)
plan, especially with an
employer's partial
match. But many employees aren't very happy
with their plans because
they offer only a meager
group of investment
choices: a stock fund, a
bond fund, the employer's stock, and a money
market fund.
In today's environment, with so many of

us talking about how
well our investments are
doing, such a limited
choice of investment options doesn't sit well.
Many participants want
more freedom, and that
means more choices.
They want to choose investments rather than
accept their employer's
options. In response to
this development, an increasing number of
401(k) plan sponsors are
giving their participants
what they want —a self directed brokerage ac-

count (SDBA). An SDBA
allows an employee to
choose any eligible investment and to trade it
at any time, through a
broker.
David Wray, president
of the 401(k) /Profit
Sharing Council, an educational and training organization based in
Chicago, says the self -directed brokerage option
is now offered by 9.4%
of the plans surveyed in
1997, up from 4.4% in
1990. According to
Smart Money magazine,
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however, only nine companies out of
the 96 largest 401(k)s have a self -directed brokerage option. The nine
are Hilton Hotels, PepsiCo, Chevron,
Amoco, Sears, Tricon Global Restaurants, United Parcel Service, Walgreen, and Xerox.
Many employers have decided to
take the SDBA approach because of
the insatiable demand by plan participants for new funds. Plan sponsors, according to Wray, "figure it's
easier to offer a self - directed brokerage option than it is to keep adding
new funds to the menu of investment choices offered to plan
participants."
Mary Willett, director of supplemental retirement plans for the state
of Wisconsin, shares this view. Willett explains that the Wisconsin plan
for state and local government employees is broad based —it offers 13
investment options. Each investment
option has been evaluated by the
state and found suitable. But participants keep asking for more investment choices. Says Willett, "Many of
the funds that some of our participants want to invest in are high -risk
investments that aren't suitable for
most employees. So to make such
funds available without `cluttering
up the core,' our board has tentatively selected Charles Schwab to offer a
self - directed brokerage option to
employees who aren't satisfied with
our core program. We are still working out all the contract details."
Bruce Fenton is the president of
Atlantic Financial investment
firm, an Internet -based supermarket of financial
products

46
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(http: / /www.af.com). He says,
"401(k) plans that allow participants
to have a Self - Directed Brokerage
Account (SDBA) are definitely on
the rise' As Fenton describes it,
"With some SDBA plans, the participant feels as if he's got an IRA Account —the investment choices are
almost unlimited."

EMPLOYERBENEFITS
An SDBA is a powerful tool in the
hands of employers trying to attract
and retain good people by offering
plan participants greater investment
flexibility, enhancing the attractiveness of already popular 401(k) retirement plans. An SDBA plan gives
more experienced 401(k) participants "a way to diversify within their
401(k) plan," said David Peckman in
describing the "Personal Choice Retirement Account" offered by
Charles Schwab and Company. Peck man is president of San Francisco based 401(k) Forum, which bills itself as "The first online investment
advisor serving the needs of 401(k)
participants.' It can be found on the
Internet at www.40Ikforum.com /.
Fees for individual participants in
Schwab's SDBA average around $200
the first year and about $100 in
subsequent years.

Employers offering an SDBA typically require plan participants who elect to exercise this option to pay whatever
added costs are associated with it.
Says Fenton, "That way, employees
who don't want an SDBA don't have

to shoulder the expenses of employees that do." Some employers who
offer SDBAs limit the number of
mutual funds participants can invest
in. Ditto for listed stocks and bonds.
Profits aren't guaranteed. In 1995,
the 401(k) /Profit Sharing Council
reported self - directed brokerage accounts underperformed the S &P 500
on average by more than 10 %.
Many employers are concerned
about offering too much freedom to
their plan participants. They don't
want their employees making highly
speculative investments in their
401(k) plans. Their attitude is something like: "I'm providing you with a
401(k) plan to help you fund your
retirement, not to do day trading! If
an employee invests his /her entire
401(k) account balance in a speculative stock that takes a steep nosedive,
it's a public relations disaster for the
employer and a financial disaster for
the employee.
William J. Metzer, CEO of Assets
Unlimited, Inc., in Campbell, Calif.,
warns against trying to actively beat
the market or outsmart professional
mutual fund managers. "You would
not try to remove your own appendix. Why try to invest your own retirement money ?" Still,
about 30% of his
customers use
some form of self -directed accounts. Technology makes it easy to have self -directed accounts, but it doesn't
make investors more market savvy.
Computers don't ask "Why ?" Participants can be attached to a stock or
put all their investment eggs in one
basket, ignoring the benefits of asset
allocation, according to Metzer.

EMPLOYEEEDUCATION
As plan sponsors increase the number of investment options available,

many plan administrators are also
offering their participants basic investment education programs to
help them make sound investment
decisions. A recent survey found
that some 75% of 262 mid -sized
and large companies polled currently provide investment education
programs to workers —up from
44% in 1993.
Laura Jacobs, Certified Financial
Planner for Waddell & Reed in Santa Clara, Calif., believes self - directed
accounts will have a big impact on
401(k) plans over the next several
years. The rising stock market over
the last five years seemed to make it
easy to invest safely. She points out
participants need to be educated
and work with a good planner or
broker to help them during the
rough times. These would -be investors must develop the self- discipline not to panic during market
downturns that inevitably will occur. For many, the best strategy for
401(k) retirement accounts is still
buy and hold.

ANOTHERAPPROACH
Many 401(k) plan participants enjoy receiving a "menu" of mutual
funds and other investment options
that come with the SDBA option,
but some don't. Some employees
can find investing for retirement
quite confusing and long for the
simplicity of bygone days when employers handled all retirement investments and offered their employees a pension that was based on
length of service and average salary.
Unfortunately, those days are gone.
The size of an employee's retirement
fund will mostly depend on what
investment decisions were made
during his /her working years.
Plan participants who lack the investment expertise to use the varied

menus that come with the SDBA
option may be candidates for the
401(k) "Wrap" account. A Wrap account is a brokerage account with a
twist. The account holder pays an
annual fee that covers everything:
investment advisory services, portfolio management, advice on selecting other investment advisors, and
the execution of all client transactions. The annual fee paid to the
brokerage firm is a percentage of assets in the account. It can range
from 1.5% to 3 %. Mutual fund
Wrap accounts, for individuals
whose portfolio consists of mutual
funds only, are rapidly gaining in
popularity. The broker helps select
an advisor to manage the mutual
fund Wrap account. The advisor
evaluates the client's financial goals
and risk tolerance and then selects
an appropriate mix of mutual funds
for the client. One fee covers all services provided within a mutual fund
Wrap account.
A recent report on such accounts
by Cerulli Associates, a Boston investment consulting firm, says that
mutual fund Wrap account assets
make up 11% of total Wrap assets
under management, with $12.4
billion of assets. Cerulli estimates
that there are $117 billion of traditional Wrap account assets under
management.
SalomonSmithBarney (SSB) is a
major player in the 401(k) Wrap
business. SSB has aggressively marketed its mutual fund Wrap programs, especially one called TRAK,
to 401(k) plan sponsors offering an
SDBA option. TRAK offers participants access to 14 strategically selected investment portfolios that encompass a wide range of investment
styles. Professional money managers, who may ordinarily serve only institutional investors with deep

More Resources

ON 401(K)
INTERNET

The IRS:
http: / /www.irs.ustreas.gov /plain/
tax_edu 1te1etax 1tc424. html

Fidelity Investments:
www.401k.com/

The 401k Forum:
www.401kforum. com/

Community Financial Planning
Services, Inc.:
www.comfin.com

BOOK S

401(k) Take Charge ofYour Future
by Eric Schurenberg, Warner
Books.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to
401(k) Plans by Wayne G.
Bogosian, Dee Lee, and Gary
Lesser, Macmillan General
Reference.

Helping Employees Achieve Retirement Security: Features Answers to
the Most Often Asked 401(k) Questions by R. Theodore Benna, H.
Theodore Benna, and Theodore
Benna, Investors Press.
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pockets, manage the 14 portfolios.
This may suit the universe of 401(k)
plan participants who lack investment savvy. SSB also offers a Wrap
program that employs no -load mutual funds. The fees charged range
from 11/2% all the way down to 20
basis points, depending on the number of plan participants and funds to
be invested. Both Wells Fargo and
Prudential also are major players in
the 401(k) Wrap program market.
Tom Greeves, a Certified Financial Planner with Windsor Asset
Management in Bethesda, Md., says
"High fees are a potential stumbling block for 401(k) Wrap programs, but, for my money, I'd
rather pay a high fee than make
`dumb' investment decisions on my
own." Gary Pittsford, an advisor
with Crosspoint Consulting in In-

dianapolis, Ind., agrees. Pittsford
says, " Fees are coming down for
Wrap accounts —and that's good.
But for an investor in a 401(k) plan
who lacks investment expertise, investing without advice isn't good.
The 401(k) plan participant should
look for the best deal he can find,
but investing without professional
advice is dumb.' Terri Balding, a
Certified Financial Planner with
Harbour Investments in Madison,
Wis., observes, "Every investor
needs an investment program tailored to his needs. The `one -sizefits-all approach' doesn't work. You
need advice:' Wrap accounts can
provide the vast majority of 401(k)
plan participants with sound professional advice that will enable
them to invest wisely and save for a
comfortable retirement.

CashFlowForecasts:

TheFlexibilityYouNeed—AndThe
Presentation Quality You Can't Do Without',
Pro - formas For Professionals is a Powerful, flexible and
fully - integrated financial forecasting model designed for
accounting professionals in business and practice.
• Automatic formatting for any size and type of compa ny; au tomatic tax, interest, a nd
management bonu s calcu la tions; unlimited long -term debt calcu lations. Cash flow
assumptions ca n be made for each profit center. Au tomatic print-ou t of a ssu mptions.
• Au toma tic bank margin calculations including colla tera l shortfalls, if any. Au toma tic
ratio analyses, actual to budget variance analyses, and break -even points.
• Unlimited mu lti-year foreca sts in both monthly and a nnu a l formats. Up to 27 fully integrated fina ncia l sta tements and schedules. Accou nts ca n be a dded, deleted or
automa tically reformatted; presenta tion -quality reports a re printed au toma tica lly.
Instant what-ifs. Date-ready for the year 2000.
• All formu las a re inclu ded a nd all sprea dsheet commands ha ve been au tomated.
Easy -to- follow documentation and on -screen data entry gu ides.

OVERCOMINGCOSTS
Cost is the primary concern for
plans offering the SDBA option.
Offering participants the SDBA
option will increase plan sponsor
expenses. According to Fenton,
"The least expensive plans are
those with few bells and whistles. A
plan that offers the SDBA option
has to cost the plan sponsor more!
One way around this potential deterrent is to require plan participants who elect to use the SDBA to
shoulder the full cost. Fenton says,
"There has been little resistance
from employees to this approach.
Employees recognize that they've
got to pay to win."
Many administrative costs and
problems will be reduced as interest increases and technology improves. Most participants cannot
obtain higher returns on average
than with a good mutual fund
manager. Self- directed plans can be
more expensive and time-consuming to administer for both participants and plan sponsors. Nevertheless, don't count them out of the
market. ■
Gregg Rose is a Silicon Valley -based
financial analyst with a background
in investment performance analysis,
compliance auditing, incentive compensation, and employee benefits.
He can be reached by phone at
415- 974 -9804 or via e-mail at
Gregg–Rose@hotmaii.com.
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Pro - formas For Professionals is so easy to use,
telephone su pport is seldom needed.
But when you do, it's free - forever.

$

399

56 s/h

,

Pendock Mallorn Ltd.

(800) 567 -4500
2458thAve.,Ste.340,NewYork10011www.pendo(k.com
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Contributor: Milton Zall is a freelance writer based in Silver Spring,
Md., who specializes in taxes, investments, and business issues. He
is a Certified Internal Auditor and
a Registered Investment Advisor.
He can be reached by phone at
301- 649 -6044 or via e-mail at
miltzall @pop.dn.net.

How leading companies manage product development.

Target Costing Can
Boost Your Bottom Line
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ouldn't it be nice if you
could prevent your company from making a $300
million mistake? In 1988, Ford would
have appreciated knowing that production costs on its Thunderbird sped
up to an additional $1,000 per car.

The result? A $300 million loss drove
off Ford's bottom line. How do you
put the brakes on these exorbitant
errors? The answer lies in the hands of
accountants and engineers who need
to work closely together in the design
stage of product development.

By Germain Boer and John Ettlie
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The numbers came too late at
Ford — accountants were doing their
jobs back then, which was to track
what departments spend money on
after they spend it. Today things are
different. We are called on to predict costs, and critical to that
process is being involved in design
decisions that impact the bottom
line, even to the tune of $300 million. Target costing is the name —
increasing the bottom line is the
game. Some people think target
costing is straightforward: You start
with the selling price of the product
minus the profits you desire to
determine the money you can
spend to produce it. But arriving at
the right numbers requires intense
cooperation among all groups
involved in product development.
This is no easy task.
To add to the challenge, the
effects of design decisions may not
show up on the financial statements
for two years down the road. For
example, just one aspect of product
design — complexity —can wreak
havoc on profits. Product complexity carries downstream and has these
results:
> Labor costs and the amount of
rework increase.
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> Additional parts are needed, so
there's more inventory.
> Complex products are difficult
to assemble, so quality may suffer.
> It takes longer to train customers to deal with complex
products.
> Complex products break more
often and are difficult to repair.

are happy to report that this story
is a positive one.
Here's what the research told us:
> The unit cost estimate actually
gets used in the design process.
> Product engineers take data

/I

WHOUSESTARGETCOSTING?
Management accountants and financial managers can help provide
information early in the design
process in order to determine these
short- and long -term costs. To learn
more about target costing, we studied leading manufacturers to see
how they avoid producing a
Thunderbird and instead roll out a
Toyota Camry-type product. We
wanted to know to what extent they
actually use management accounting
information in their design
processes.
When we embarked on our
research, we anticipated that the
use of target costing did not pervade U.S. companies. In fact, the
only example in the literature featured Xerox. They use a system to
monitor the estimated production
costs of new products throughout
the design process. And, as predicted, we could find several
examples of Japanese companies
from all different industries using
target costing. In fact, Kobe
University researchers discovered
that 100% of Japanese car manufacturers use this target costing approach. We all know the
success stories— Toyota,
Honda, and Mitsubishi. So
what were American companies doing in the area of target
costing? Could Xerox be the lone
ranger in taking this accounting
practice seriously in the U.S.? We

directly from the cost accounting
system.
> Engineers and accountants
often use the same database.
> These world -class manufacturers have a market orientation just
like the Japanese companies.
> Formal systems link the players
so communication can flow.
> Sophisticated systems allow
engineers to automate product
design estimates.

READYTOROLL
First, let's take a look at who
responded to the survey. The top
R &D performing companies, which
invest an average of 6.8% of sales in
R &D, was our pool. We were able to
use 126 questionnaires, which resulted in a 29% response rate, with the
bulk of responses from general managers (42%) and managers or supervisors(29 %).
It's easy to prepare a cost estimate and then put it on the shelf,
but to really use the estimate in the
design process is another matter.

These leading -edge companies
revise their estimate on average five
times, indicating the seriousness
with which companies make unit
cost estimates. They appear to be
doing more than just going
through the motions of estimating
unit production costs.

encouraging that this many companies are using market - driven
cost planning.

agement accounting data into the
design process.

THEMARKET-DRIVENROUTE
APOWERFULCOST-PLANNING
ENGINEFORCOMMUNICATION

At least two approaches are available to product designers for estimating the unit cost. Using a
"bottom up" approach engineers

An effective target cost - planning
system requires much more than a
simple cost estimate for the product. This cost must be broken down
to components and individual
parts. This is no easy task when you
consider, for example, that a typical
car has more than 4,600 parts.
Beyond the parts, hundreds of
engineers, materials managers, and
purchasing personnel must work
closely together to coordinate all
elements of the design process.
They design parts, develop supplier
relations, and organize parts delivery systems. At the same time manufacturing engineers work to tool
and equip the plant that will eventually build the product. That
means an effective system of communication among these sometimes widely scattered individuals
is a must for a well- functioning

Some people think target costing is straightforward: You start
with the selling price of the
product minus the profits you
desire to determine the money
you can spend to produce it.
The sample companies use a formal process to forecast unit costs,
and for some products they even
lock in more than 80% of the manufacturing cost by the end of the
concept design stage. They clearly
understand the importance of early
control of production costs. With
this type of information early in
the design cycle, the company can
halt the project if the numbers say
it won't be profitable.
Criticism of cost accounting systems seems to be coming from all
corners, including both academic
and practitioner. With all this criticism you would expect data from
the existing cost system to be useless to the product designers. This
wasn't the case. To our surprise, 86
of the respondents said they take
data directly from their cost systems to estimate product costs during product design. An even larger
number said accountants and engineers use the same database for
cost data. This result provides further evidence of integrating man-

can add the estimated prices of
purchased components and estimated production costs for each
part that goes into the new product. Databases containing current
component purchase prices, product routings, and bills of material
for existing parts enable design
engineers to estimate the cost of

cost management system.
Let's look at the Xerox system.
This system coordinates the activities of design engineers, purchasing personnel, material managers,
and manufacturing process design

new parts.
Another approach is to deduct
the desired margin for that product
from the predicted selling price.
This approach is consistent with the
Japanese concept of "price down,
cost down," which says production costs
must
decline as
the price of a product declines. In other words,
the market determines the
acceptable cost for a product.
Our responses indicate the
Japanese don't have a monopoly
on market - driven cost control: 77
of our respondents also appear to
have this orientation. We find it

,
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III

This is
another
opportunity
for us to
step up to
the plate
and provide
valuable
information
management needs.
engineers. Some of these individuals reside in the United States,
while others are spread throughout Europe. To coordinate efforts
in the area of price quotes, the system requires purchasing personnel
to gather price quotes from vendors for a specified date. The
Xerox system tells every purchasing person that any price quote
must be for a specific date, such as
May 15, 1999. All purchasing
agents then ask suppliers to give a
quote for the price they will
charge on this date and for periods following the date. Without a
52
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required date, the price quotes
would be meaningless. In addition, the Xerox system defines a
series of codes that purchasing
managers use to indicate the reliability of an estimate. This system uses several other methods
and techniques to create a standardized language for communicating among personnel
involved in designing a new
product.
Xerox isn't alone in this practice. Many of the respondents also
rely on formal systems to link the
many individuals involved in the
design process. These systems
identify the degree of uncertainty
in vendor quotes, create a standardized language and /or a standardized chronology to make cost
information comparable among
departments, and provide design
engineers and purchasing
agents/ engineers with the same
CAD /CAM database.

ONTHEROADTOAUTOMATED
PRODUCTCOSTESTIMATES
Before the widespread use of computers, design engineers spent
many hours laboriously drawing
two - dimensional representations
of parts. With these hand -drawn
part descriptions, a simple change
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could lead to hundreds of hours of
effort to produce new drawings.
Today, design engineers can create, modify, and simulate operating
conditions in 3 -D with the click of
a mouse. A complete mathematical
description of the part exists in the
file containing that drawing, and
engineers can use this description
to estimate the production cost of
the part by linking such data to
manufacturing, tooling, and purchasing databases. With this system, the design team can take the
geometry of a part and estimate
machine cycle time from it. Our
research indicates that about one half of our respondents already
have this capability, so a number
of companies are already on their
way to automated product cost
estimation.
As management accountants and
financial managers, we're often
called upon to be consultants to
management. This is another
opportunity for us to step up to
the plate and provide valuable
information management needs.
So get in the driver's seat and help
your company increase profits by
using target- costing techniques.
Enjoy the ride. ■
Germain Boer, professor of management at The Owen Graduate School
of Management at Vanderbilt
University, teaches and does research
in management accounting and
entrepreneurship. You can contact
Germain at germain. boer@owen.
vanderbilt.edu.
John Ettlie, an operations management professor at the University of
Michigan, specializes in organizational change and the introduction of
new technology. You can contact John
atjohn—ettlie@ccniaiLbus.umich.edu.
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managing

under

the

Disabilities Act
New l aw and EEOC gui delines si gnal
cautions f or f inance and personnel managers.

o you have an employee who's tardy, hostile, sleepy, or distracted?
Do you think you can warn, suspend, or terminate the employee?
Believe it or not, you may be wrong if these conditions are caused
by a mental disability.
Federal law protects employees who suffer with mental disabilities —even if
they sleep on the job. If you're a controller or management accountant, you may
become frustrated by the financial obligations resulting from the mental impairment provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act and the complex guidelines
that the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has handed down to facilitate the law.
Employees suffering from mental disabilities may be entitled to special accommodations. Failure to comply with the requirements of the ADA and the recently issued EEOC guidelines concerning these accommodations may subject
Z

your company, in the worst case, to litigation or financial damages.
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Because of the in-

-

f fir%

creasing number of
claims filed by employR
tr I •
ees alleging mental disabilities, the EEOC is•
flfr
sued guidance on an
I ING T H E L A W , ;
employer's obligation
to an employee with
psychiatric conditions. While most
to mental disability if they limit a
of us are familiar with accommodamajor life activity — particularly over
tions such as ramps and wheelchair
a long period of time. Learning,
accessible restrooms for people with
thinking, concentrating, interacting
physical disabilities, the employwith others, caring for oneself,
ment -based needs for people with
speaking, performing manual tasks,
mental disabilities are much less
working, or sleeping are all major
clear.
life activities that can be disrupted
by a mental disability. This can affect
performance on the job.
MENTALIMPAIRMENTORNOT
The ADA defines "mental illness" as
Here's an example. An employee
(a)ny mental or psychological disorhas had a major depression for alder, such as emotional or mental illmost a year. He's been intensely sad
ness:' The EEOC, in offering up its
and withdrawn, except for going to
guidance, references the American
work, and suffered serious bouts of
Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic
insomnia as well as problems conand Statistical Manual of Mental Discentrating. The effects of this major
orders to provide examples of mental
depression are severe and endure
impairment. Major depression, bipolong enough to be substantially limlar disorder —once called manic deiting. The employee claims that his
pressive disease— anxiety disorders,
mind wanders frequently. He's often
obsessive compulsive disorder, schizdistracted by irrelevant thoughts.
ophrenia, and personality disorders
These problems result in repeated
all constitute disabling mental conerrors at work on detailed or com-

(_J
C

Temporary conditions, though —
for example, distress from the end of
a romantic relationship— aren't sufficiently limiting and aren't a disability under the ADA. This makes
sense. Sexual behavior disorders,
compulsive gambling, kleptomania,
pyromania, and disorders relating to
the illegal use of drugs are mental
conditions, which Congress, when
drafting the law, excluded as mental
disabilities. This also makes sense.
But what about an employee with
chronic depression who has trouble
concentrating when he's tired or
during long meetings? The EEOC
says this employee is not disabled.
While the employee's ability to concentrate may be slightly limited because of his depression, he isn't any
more restricted than the average person in the general population, the
EEOC says. Go figure! For financial
managers and other intelligent professionals, evaluating
the fine distinctions
between these cases is
likely to cause them to
scratch their heads.

TIPSFOR
EMPLOYERS
So what's an employer
to do? Answering that
ditions according to the meaning of

question is tough because reasonable

manded. According to the EEOC, the

accommodation is determined on a

employee's ability to concentrate is

case -by -case basis. It may include

gories, there are many gray areas.

significantly restricted as compared

physical changes to facilities; changes

Stress, irritability, chronic lateness,

to the average person in the general

to workplace policies, procedures; or

and poor judgment aren't mental

population, and, therefore, the em-

practices; time off from work; or a

impairments, but they may be linked

ployee suffers from a disability.

modified work schedule. An employ-

the ADA.
Beyond these relatively clear cate-

68

plex tasks —even though he's repri-
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limited information concerning the
applicant's needs for reasonable accommodation. An employer also
may request a post -offer, preemployment medical examination, but
only if it's required for all entering
employees in the same job category.
During employment, an employer
may make a disability- related inquiry or require a medical examination if there's reason to believe from
objective evidence that the employee's ability is impaired or poses a direct threat to himself or others because of a medical condition. For ex-

and performance typically isn't a
problem for individuals with psychiatric disabilities. Nevertheless, the
EEOC does recognize violence,
threats of violence, or stealing as
causes for disciplinary action —as
long as the employer imposes the
same discipline on employees without mental disabilities.
Other cases of misconduct by impaired employees may not be so obvious. Take, for instance, the EEOC
example of a warehouse employee
who has no customer contact and
minimal contact with other employ-

an

ee on medication for a psychiatric
disability may experience grogginess
or lack of concentration in the
morning. Rescheduling work hours
with a later start time may work to
the advantage of both the employer
and the employee.
A bit of good news: An employer
doesn't have the responsibility to
make sure the employee takes medication for his disability. And, reasonable accommodation doesn't require
an employer to lower standards or
remove essential functions of a job.
But the employer may be required to
reassign employee to
a different position.
And, as a reasonable
accommodation, an
employer may even be
required to provide a
temporary job coach to
assist in the training of
a qualified individual
with a disability.
Determination of a disability
should be substantiated with evidence about the individual's impairment —and not mere generalizations
about the condition itself. Reliable
evidence about limitations at home,
work, or other settings and how they
are linked to the impairment can
come from the individual, family,
friends, or coworkers. Expert opinions may be helpful but aren't
necessary.
Yet an employer's hands are tied.
An employer shouldn't ask job applicants questions about emotional illness or psychiatric disability. If, on
the other hand, an applicant voluntarily discloses an impairment or
asks for reasonable accommodation
for a mental disability, an employer
may ask for documentation from a
psychiatrist, psychologist, or other licensed mental health professional.
But the employer may request only

4

ample, a limousine service employed
a chauffeur who had a bipolar disorder. When the employee was driving
a group of diplomats to around -theclock meetings, he had a manic
episode that resulted in recklessly
and repeatedly endangering himself
and the clients. The chauffeur took a
short leave of absence, then returned
to work and his usual high level of
performance. The company wanted
to post the employee to a similar
around - the -clock assignment but
was concerned that it would initiate
another manic episode. Furthermore, the employee's condition
didn't seem to have changed. In
these circumstances, management
can inquire about the driver's
disability or require a medical
examination.
The EEOC states — although without citation to any research —that
maintaining satisfactory conduct

ees. His appearance becomes increasingly disheveled and his behavior increasingly abrupt and rude
over a period of several weeks, although he continues to do his job.
The company handbook specifies
that employees should have a neat
appearance and be courteous to each
other. When the employer disciplined him for misconduct, he
claimed that his worsening disability
caused the behavior. In this case, the
EEOC states the rigid application of
company rules would violate the
ADA because the dress code and
coworker courtesy rules are neither
job related nor consistent with business necessity.

MUM'STHEWORD
The one certainty: In all cases, the
employer must keep all medical and
psychiatric information about an
employee confidential —even in the
July 1 9 9 9
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face of questions from other employees concerning what appears to
be preferential treatment for the disabled worker. The ADA confidentiality provisions prohibit disclosure,
with the following exceptions:

1. Supervisors and managers may
be told about necessary restrictions
on the assignments and duties of the
employee and about necessary
accommodations.

1

A

CMA OR C

1

6

1

2. First -aid and
safety personnel
may be told, if
the disability
might require
emergency
treatment.

I

Government officials investigating compliance with the ADA must be given
relevant information on request.
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Feeling frustrated concerning the
meaning and the application of the
law when it comes to accommodating employees with mental disabilities without disrupting your hiring
policies, your day -to -day operation,
and the morale of your other staff
members? Take comfort in knowing you're probably not alone. The
mental impairment provisions of
the ADA and the guidance issued
by the EEOC are complex. But regardless of a lack of clarity, the law
and the guidelines that now accompany it impose significant obligations on employers and supervisors
and on the controllers and other financial professionals who maintain
overall financial responsibility for a
company. ■
Rebecca K. Jude is a shareholder
with the firm ofJude and Coco, P.A.,
Hattiesburg, Miss.
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Employers
may not tell
employees why
the company is
providing a reasonable accommodation for
an individual.
They may say
the company is acting for legitimate business reasons or in compliance with the law. To be on the
safe side, the EEOC suggests companies include an explanation of
the ADA in an employee handbook or during employee orientation or training.

Chauncey M. DePree, Jr., is a professor at the School ofProfessional
Accountancy, University of Southern
Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Miss.
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professional over the course of a career.

Accountant) designation, created by the

And more and more executives look for

Institute of Management Accountants over

the CMA designation when filling key

25 years ago, is the best way for accounting

financial management positions.

and financial professionals to achieve core
competency in today's rapidly changing
corporate financial function, enhance their
careers, and earn more money.
Surveys show that a CMA will earn
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Sure You Can
Take It with You
SuperDisks'`'M from
Imation Corp. look like
regular 3 1/ 2 " floppies, same
size on the outside, but the
disk inside holds as much

Imation SuperDisk
data as you can fit on 83
regular high- density disks.
And the SuperDisk drives
are also portable —no involved installation, they
plug into the exterior parallel port or IDE connection. There are three kinds
of drives —for PCs, Macs,
and portables — available in
exterior and built -in models. Because SuperDisk
drives read the 120 MB
SuperDisks and 1.44 MB
and 750K regular 3 1/ 2 "
disks they can be used
as universal sources of
removable storage. Manufacturers like Compaq,
Hewlett- Packard, Gateway,
and others now offer
SuperDisk drives built in
as the standard 3 1/ 2 " drive
on desktop and portable
models. The SuperDisk
diskettes are available with
secured encryption that
makes them ideal for financial reports, human resources records, tax infor62
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mation, or personal files.
The encryption is a 16pass process called Blowfish. You install the software for the encryption the
first time you use it, set up
an icon for the secure drive
and a password, and then
simply save, copy, or drag
the files you want locked
away under your password
to this virtual drive. If the
disks are stolen, the information is safe because the
Blowfish algorithm has
never been broken.
Circle No. 40

Oww, My
Aching Wrist
It's no surprise today when
a computer user develops
carpal tunnel syndrome or
repetitive stress injury after
years of mousing around
through spreadsheets and
e -mail menus. Holding
your arm for hours at an
unnatural angle, elevated,
with pressure on the palm side of your wrist is not a
good idea. Animax International has released Dr.
Mouse, a cursor control
that turns the wrist upright
and removes the pressure.
The results of electromyographic tests show considerable improvement for
those suffering from muscle fatigue, numbness, and
pain (results on the company website, www.animax.no). Dr. Mouse is
available for PC, Macintosh, iMac, Sun, and SGI
computers. Software that
comes with the control al1999

lows programming a third
button and adjustments
for scrolling, yaw, and
speed. Circle No. 41

International Tax
TAXWARE International,
Inc. has released version
2.3 of WORLDTAX, the
only system for calculating
and reporting value -added
tax (VAT), goods and services tax (GST), sales tax,
and consumption tax. The
new version of WORLD TAX automates the calculation of multiple VAT registration numbers and
taxation on services in the
European Union (EU).
More countries have been
added to the standard tax
rate calculations, and users
can convert SKU product
and service codes for European Union countries to
the software's classification
codes without changing
the structure of the
internal mapping. The
software
package is
available in
English,
French,
Spanish, and

EasyTranslator71" 2 won
the Dvorak Award for
Technical Excellence and
inclusion in PC Magazine's
Top 100 CD -ROMs in
1997. With it you can
translate documents, text
files, e-mail, Web pages,

Transcend TM

and Notepad text you are
writing. EasyTranslator
integrates with Microsoft
Word, Corel WordPerfect,
and Eudora Pro 4.0. With
a tool called WordPoint
that's included, you can
point to a word and a pop up window translates the
word. The languages
ipported are
English to and
from Spanish, French,
and German, and
English to
Italian, English
C: Pr m a n
torTm 2
to Portuguese.
EasyTransla
Circle No. 42
Version 3.0,
available this month, adds
Translators
Japanese to the language
and Tutors
list. Circle No. 43
Transparent Language,
Inc. of Hollis, N.H., has a
Transcend' is a powerful
variety of translation softforeign language translator
ware from convenient
that produces draft transladesktop tools to complete
tions while maintaining
page formats and graphical
learning systems.

layouts. It can be set as a
single button in Microsoft
Word and Corel WordPerfect so translations are performed with a click on a
pull-down menu on top of
the page. Transcend also
integrates with Netscape
Navigator and Microsoft
Internet Explorer so translations can be made as you
browse pages on the Web.
E -mail and other documents can be copied to
Windows Clipboard and
translated with a click of
a button. The dictionary
in Transcend can be cus-

dimensions of language to
translating — speaking and
listening. Using interactive
videos, you are encouraged
to correctly pronounce the
language in conversation
or game settings. You can
view an analysis of your
pronunciation as it compares to a native speaker
on Advanced Pronunciation Analysis screens, and
you are able to slow down
the native speaker dialogues. Reading skills are
developed with examples
from literature and news
stories, and with vocabulary and grammar games.
LanguageNow is available
for Spanish, French, German, Italian, Russian,
Latin, Portuguese, Swedish,
Dutch, English, Arabic,
Irish, and Polish. The
deluxe editions for most
languages include
3rammarPro!®
interactive

tomized to fine tune translations by correcting ambiguous expressions. There
are specialized dictionaries
so legal, medical, and business terms can be selected.
Transcend is available in
three bi- directional
language pairs —
Spanish,
French, and
German to
grammar
tutorial,
English,
and from
Accent'
Multilingual
English to
Word Procesthose lansor, and
guages, and
Transparent's
the Berlitz®
in eight sin Power
Chinese
gle-direcInterpreterT`'
Word Transtion lanlator. The Power Chinese
guage pairs — Spanish,
program teaches how to
French, and German to
recognize and write ChiEnglish, and English to
nese characters with narraItalian, Spanish, French,
tives that decribe what the
German, and Portuguese.
44
Circle No.
characters look like and
how that shapes what they
Transparent Language's
mean. Circle No. 45
Learn Language Now'''
continued on page 65
series adds the other

Hey,CanAnybody
ReadThis? I Michael Castelluccio, Editor
■ AS GLOBALIZATION AND THE INTERNET COMBINE to shrink
the s pac e between the lines , both longitudinal and latitudinal, the s ounds of other languages bec ome more c ommon in our neighborhood. And with the addition of new
languages there's a new problem.
Until now, on the Internet at leas t, if you knew Englis h,
you c ould get by very well. Although only 8% of the world's
population are native s peakers of Englis h, a majority of
56.5% of Internet us ers have Englis h as their native language. But that's c hanging. New Internet us ers who don't
speak English now outnumber new Englis h us ers , and
Dan DePalma, a principal analys t at Forres ter Researc h,
says that due to this growth, " U.S. bus ines s es will have
to learn to trans late their W eb s ites and Internet s ervic es
into other languages ." (Global Internet s tatistic s by language are available at www.euromktg.com /globs tats .)
Commerc e depends on c ommunic ation, and anything
that inhibits the exc hange of inf ormation is a problem. So
what do you do? You c an keep a pool of trans lators to
handle e-mail, agreements , contrac ts , and webs ite content, but that c an be very expens ive. Nevertheles s , if you
want to broadc ast worldwide, you c an no longer rely solely
on English.

Why Not Let IBM Do It?
After all, haven't computers done a great job translating
foreign currencies? Even the Euro is just another set of
routines folded into the program, and as long as the information is updated, the exchanges are just fine. Just
teach the same machines to translate the e-mail.
Well, with words there are a couple of extra steps.
Computers only understand numbers —when they are handling letters and words they see them as strings of numbers. You can assign a numerical value to a word, give it
ASCII equivalents for each letter, and then get the computer to match that number pattern to a stored definition
of the word you found in the dictionary. But that's just the
beginning.
Let's take the example of teaching a computer first to
understand a word in your own language before giving it
the foreign equivalent. Take a word as simple as dog. Let's
give that the number 8 -7 -3 for the three letters. Store that
continued on page 64
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in the computer, and now check the

Some idioms are funny (grab a bite)

transparent.com) offers a variety of

dictionary. Four - legged mammal,

and some are gruesome or nonsensi-

translation and instructional software

right? OK, associate that with your

cal (keep an eye out for and I'm

(see p. 62). Lernout & Hauspie

number and you're done. Well, not ex-

pooped). No matter what else they

(www.lhsl.com /services /) offers ma-

actly, because to dog is a verb that

are, they are untranslatable and a

chine and Internet translation prod-

means to persistently pursue. What

problem for foreign speakers and

ucts including iTranslator, a client/

numbers do we assign to that dog?

machines.

server application that lets you

Or the investment not worth its price,

In order to circumvent these prob-

or the ugly person, or ruin as in going

lems, computers don't use the same

guage translating your search terms

to the dogs? We'll have to enter all

rules as humans do when they trans-

as well as the hit returns that aren't

of these dogs before we begin to

late from one language to another.

in your language. WorldPoint (www.

associate them with their foreign

That computers have been taught to

worldpoint.com) has a service called

equivalents.

translate at all is amazing, and that

Passport that's a website - centric au-

they can achieve 90% accuracy is

thoring environment connected to

That's the first level of problems,
and it only deals with word - for -word

almost a miracle.

translations —the poorest and most

6,000 professional human translators worldwide. If you're interested in

inaccurate translations. A good trans-

Polyglot Bots

lation program will look at the struc-

So where can you get these automat-

translators" on the Web, and you'll

ture of the sentence first in order to

ed language changers? Essentially

find many directories, agencies, and

determine the use and meaning of

you have three choices. The software

individuals specializing in particular

the words. On this level things really

that performs translations that are

languages and fields (legal, busi-

get confusing.

90% correct is adequate for most

ness, genealogical, and so on).

Numbers are relatively easy to use

just translators, search "professional

purposes. Or you can contract with a

It's interesting to note that

when plugged into formulas that are

service that does automatic transla-

providers of business solutions also

based on logic. The rules of lan-

tion of your website and then puts

are acting on this need. Citing projec-

guage, grammar and usage, usually
aren't based on reason but on con-

you in touch with a worldwide net-

tions that the Internet will eventually

work of human translators to edit

be predominately non - English, Scala

ventional acceptance. And because

your final pages. Finally, you can hire

Business Solutions (www.scala.se)

many of those choices (where does

or outsource to human translators

has recently announced that it will

the verb go, what words can be con-

who will translate and edit for you.

offer its clients global online transla-

tractions, which can't) were made too

Or you can mix and match bots,

tion services for e- commerce sites.

long ago to have been documented,

mots, and breathing polyglots.

As the need grows, so does the likeli-

we just memorize the usage and for-

Transparent Language (www.

get the reasons. With the computer,
if you don't give it reasons for the
rules and exceptions, you have severely limited its ability to intelligently
guess meanings.
And finally, there's the really exotic
problem of getting the computer to
translate idiomatic speech. For instance, just exactly what does easy
as pie mean? Pies aren't easy to
make. Does it mean pie is easy to
eat? Perhaps the connection is pie is
nice, easy is nice, easy and pie are
both nice —and easy. Actually, it
precisely why it's called an idiom.
ST RAT EGIC FIN AN C E
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hood that translating services will
become a standard part of business
software offerings.

Separate Yourself
from the crowd...
Become a CMA(Certified
Management Accountant) or CFM
(Certified in Financial Management)

It might not be a good idea to wait
too long to investigate adding other
languages to your communications
and website. Remember that other
great English- speaking empire —the

Let Lambers show you how you can
achieve these goals right in your own home!

one on whose flag the sun never

Lam&n

translatable: The dawn may have

set? To put it in words that are uncome up like thunder for colonial

CMAI M REVIEW

Britain, but because they were too

For information or sample video
CALL 1- 800 - 272 -0707

bull- headed to notice, the glory be-

www.lamberscpa.com

doesn't make any sense, and that's
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search on the Web in your native lan-

gan fading beneath their very noses
almost from the start. And eventually

Circle No. 30

the sun did set. ■

they go online with a dial in phone service. The sigEnterprise Translation
nal can't be removed by
Server from Transparent
makes draft- quality transformatting or repagtitionlations available companying the hard drive. If a PC
wide, allowing local or reis missing, the owner notimote client access to
fies the CompuTrace
a server -based
lonitoring
translation enagency which
gine. It allows
checks for
log -ins for
an unlimited
number of
that machine
(identified
by
users access to
translations
an electronic
while elimiserial numLearn Language NowTet ber sent
nating the
with the
need to track
log -in), identifies the
user -based licensing. With
the Java and HTML client
phone number and locamodels that are included
tion, and notifies local auwith the server, the end
thorities to procure a waruser's interface is accessed
rant for recovery of the
directly from the server so
computer. A new Computhere's no client -side inTrace GoldTM' program has
stallation. The translation
been introduced. Designed
engine is Transcend RT,
for organizations with
Rapid Translation Technol200+ personal computers,
ogy, which offers speed
the program guarantees
and translation quality
that the current loss rate
with 65% to 80% accuracy,
will be cut in half when
depending on the original
CompuTrace is installed on
Circle
No.
46
document.
their computers. Circle No. 47
continued from p. 63

Preventing
PC Theft
CompuTrace® from
Absolute Software Inc. is a
computer tracking system
that locates and recovers
lost and stolen PCs. A
tracking agent is loaded
onto the PC and will
silently call in to the monitoring service as long as it's
on the machine. The agent
is undetectable, so a thief
or other unauthorized user
doesn't know that they are
sending the signal when

Quick, Low Cost Business
Valuation
BallPark Business ValuationT' from Bulletproof
Business Plans, Inc. is designed for small business
owners to help determine
value estimates for their
companies. Whether it is to
get equity financing or to
buy or sell the business,
Ballpark Valuation provides necessary information. The Hyper Valuation

tool provides a rough value
estimate in a matter of
minutes. The Dilution
Analysis Tool shows how
much of a business will be
left after selling to investors. There are tools for
debt funding detail projections and capital purchases
projections. The reports
produced include a balance
sheet report projected out
for five years, a value estimate report, projected income and projected cash
flow for five years, and a
significant assumptions report itemizing the major
assumptions that went into
the valuation. Circle No. 48

A Browser for
Corporate Data
MineShare) Inc. has released MineShare Suite 3.0
and MineShare Information Portal providing a
complete enterprise business intelligence solution
with reporting, analysis,
and business intelligence
accessible to users through
the MineShare Information Portal or Microsoft
Excel. Transforming a
company's existing information infrastructure, the
MineShare Suite lets you
standardize ad hoc, production, and DSS reporting and analysis for the entire enterprise into a
common, scalable business
intelligence system. The
end -to -end integration reduces cost of maintenance,
lowers deployment costs,
and simplifies use. The
MineShare Information

Portal uses a personalized
information Web page so
individuals have access
through links on a Web
browser interface. The
portal extends the reach
of business intelligence to
all employees, customers,
suppliers, and partners.
Circle No. 49

Help Getting
Proposals
CTS, known for their review guides for business
and other software, has released OneDisk RFP, a fully
automated request for proposal, solicitation, and
evaluation methodology.
The program assists in selecting the best vendor by
defining requirements, collecting data from different
vendors, and comparing or
analyzing software capabilities. OneDisk RFP provides a core set of features /checklist by industry
(accounting, manufacturing, construction, and so
on) for any subject area,
and the features can be
added or deleted. After you
select the required features,
you e-mail or send a form,
and the vendor supplies information on product capabilities and how well
they perform each feature.
A weighting system of low,
medium, or high allows
you to develop an initial
ranking of the responses,
and a series of reports
compare and analyze software to narrow down your
choices. Circle No 50
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[TAXES]

cont'd from p. 20

But, if the rental period is less than
12 months during the tax year
because the house wasn't held out
for rent from the beginning of the
year, Section 280A(d)(4) treatment
is allowed under the assumption that
the necessary time period will be satisfied by including time in the next
tax year.
So you've rented the old house
out for a year or so, deducting all the
appropriate expenses, and it finally
sells. What happens now?
Prior to the enactment of the
Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 (TRA
'97), 1034 and 121 allowed the postponement or the exclusion, respectively, of the gain on the sale of property as long as it was `used' as the taxpayer's principal residence at the
time of the sale and certain other
conditions were met. TRA'97
repealed 1034 and modified 121 to
allow an exclusion of a gain up to
$250,000 for a single taxpayer
($500,000 on a joint return) on the
sale of a house if it is owned and
"used" as the taxpayer's principal residence for two years in a five -year
period ending on the date of the sale.
The definition of "used" for this
purpose was developed in court
cases. In many cases the IRS argues
that leaving a house with no intention of returning constitutes abandonment and with the abandonment
the house is no longer used as a
principal residence.' In all of these
cases, the courts state that, based on
the legislative history, the determination of whether property is "used" as
the taxpayer's principal residence
depends on all the facts and circumstances of the case. The fact that the
old house is rented out before its sale
does not, by itself, prevent the nonrecognition of gain on its sale.
Indeed, the court, in Clapham,
66
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specifically addresses the situation of
a slow real estate market, stating that
renting out of the old residence
because the market is slow is "ancillary to sales efforts and arises from
the [taxpayer's] use of [the] old residence as [his] principal residence' It
should be noted that if the sale of
the old house is outside the statutory
replacement period, the argument
for abandonment is harder to refute
(compare Stolk and Houlette with
Aagaard and Clapham).
Additionally, Gummer v. U.S.,
40 FedC1812 (1998), specifically
addresses the phrase "used as a principal residence" under pre -TRA '97
121 where there is no replacement
period to be concerned with. In this
case, the court reiterated that the
determination of whether property
is "used as a principal residence"
depends on all the facts and circumstances. As for the new 121, based on
its legislative history and the judicial
history of the sections it replaces,
this determination will continue to
depend on all the facts and circumstances of each case.
The treatment at the sale of a
house when it is rented prior to sale
will be discussed in Part 2 of this
series. Part 3 will address the implications of converting a principal residence to income producing property— Andrew Scullion and Janet
Trewin
Andrew Scullion is with IKON, and
Janet Trewin is assistant professor of
accounting, Drexel University. She
can be reached at (215) 895 -1454.
'Trisko v. Comm., 29 TC 515 (1957);
Stolk v. Comm., 326 F.2d 760 (1964);
Houlette v. Comm., 48 TC 350 (1967);
Aagaard v. Comm., 56T C 191 (1971);
Clapham v. Comm. 63 TC 505 (1975).

[ G O V E R N M E N T ]

cont'd from p. 21

Republican Proposal
on Social Security
The social security debate in
Congress seems to have turned sideways a little, away from insuring the
solvency of the system by tinkering
with the way Trust Fund money is
invested —i.e., Should there be private retirement accounts? —and
toward ensuring that money from
the federal budget surplus goes
directly into the Trust Fund. The
change in the debate was reflected by
the House vote on May 27 when a
social security "lockbox" bill passed
by 416 -12. That bill purportedly prevents the federal government from
using surpluses for anything other
than social security. The current preoccupation would seem to be a
short -term fix, not to mention a suspect one in the event the economy
suddenly turns south. Neither
Republicans nor Democrats seem
terribly interested in debating actual
social security reform bills. The most
recent of those was from Rep. Bill
Archer (R.- Texas), chairman of the
House Ways & Means Committee.
Archer and Rep. Clay Shaw (R. -Fla.)
had developed what they called the
Social Security Guarantee Plan
(SSGA). Its central feature was a
provision, which gave all Americans
a tax cut equal to 2% of their earnings. The money would go into a
personal SSGA. Investments could
be made in any of at least 50 pre approved, low -risk, investment
options. President Clinton previously had proposed giving each worker
a piece of the federal budget surplus,
and allowing that "piece" to be
invested in a fairly narrow range of
investment options, mostly stock
and bond index funds. ■
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result of his efforts, it be-

over 25 years of demon-

* Anthony A. Williams,
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strated experience and abil-

mayor of W ashington, D.C.,

* John Pajak is the con-

lic pension system in the

ity in problem solving,

served as the chief finan-

troller of Restaway I, Ltd.
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strategic business plan-

cial officer of the District of
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LEADERSHIP
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
Robert Half is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.

Manager of Business Analysis
Manufacturing industry leader seeks an analyst with strengths in
operational accounting, forecasting and budgeting along with a
desire to work on special projects. Must enjoy working in a challenging, team - oriented environment. Client focuses extensively
on international business acquisitions. CMA/MBA preferred.
Salary to $60,000 plus bonus and an excellent benefits package.

Senior Accountant
Multibillion dollar company is seeking a professional for its
finance team. Accounting degree and a minimum of two years'
experience desired. Individual must be able to work in a fast paced environment and be willing to work overtime when necessary. Responsibilities include financial statement preparation,
month-end close, account analysis, journal entries, fixed assets
and bank reconciliations. Great benefits and salary to $45,000.

Accounting Manager
Premier business service firm is seeking an individual with three
plus years of management experience to lead a group of five in
handling reporting, general ledger, billing, budgets and forecasting. CMA a plus. Excellent benefits and salary to $60,000.

Excellent opportunity for a professional candidate seeking strong
career path to CFO. Put your hands -on staff management experience and strong strategic knowledge in the areas of operations
and international expansion to work in an entrepreneurial, energetic, high - growth environment. CMA a plus. Salary to $90,000
plus bonus.

Business Analyst
High -tech company seeks a professional to work directly with
sales and marketing team to perform profitability and financial
performance analyses and budget preparation. Ideal candidate
will possess an accounting/finance degree and five plus years'
experience. Strong communications and interpersonal skills
with previous work in industry helpful. MBA a plus. Excellent
benefits and salary to $75,000 plus bonus.

ger
Excellent opportunity with dynamic high -tech company. Tax
Manager needed to supervise a small team in Sales and Use Tax
department. Individual will perform research, compliance and
planning for organization. Four plus years of corporate tax experience preferred. Accounting degree helpful. Great benefits and
salary to $60,000.

Q&W'onal Controller

Fi n a l An a l y s t
Be an integral member of the finance team of a fast- paced, international multimillion dollar manufacturing operation. Ideal candidate will be responsible for Canadian financial statements, tax
returns, monthly production and sales forecasts, foreign currency,
option position reporting and cash flow forecasting. Must have a
BS degree and experience in complex, multi - currency financial
consolidations with excellent spreadsheet skills. Requires Canadian professional accounting designation (CA, CGA, CMA) or significant Canadian accounting and tax experience. Offers excellent
benefits and salary to $50,000.

Senior Accountant
Privately held company seeks a Senior Accountant for its growing
operation. This individual will be involved in process improvements as the company looks to upgrade its computer system. Ideal
candidate will manage incentive programs with their product
providers. Accounting degree and two plus years' experience preferred. CPA/CMA a plus. Excellent benefits and salary to $45,000.

Controller
Major trade association is looking for an experienced hands -on
professional to handle three separate companies. Supervising a
small staff, this detail- oriented candidate will be proficient in
Microsoft Word and Excel and PC DOS -based Windows. Duties
include mont hly fi nancial st ate ment s, fixed assets, de preciati on,
cash manage me nt, audi ts, budge ti ng, payabl es and re ce ivabl es,
fi nancial anal ysis and t ax reporti ng. St rong communi cat i ons
skil ls imperative i n orde r t o i nteract wi th others on al l l eve ls.
Prior manage ment expe ri ence preferre d. Exce ll e nt bonus and
benefit s package offe red. Salary t o $70,000.

Defense /aerospace company i s looki ng for an individual wi th
12 plus ye ars of aerospace or gove rnme nt contracti ng e xperie nce.

Ideal candidate will be responsible for all division finance - related
activities, provide fiduciary control over the division as well as
control all accounting, budget, cost and financial functions.
Familiarity with FAR helpful. Excellent benefits package,
bonus and salary to $100,000.

S"ffAccountant
International franchise of automotive aftermarket parts and
services seeks a career- oriented individual for its corporate headquarters. Ideal candidate will be responsible for general ledger
maintenance, journal entry preparation and fixed assets review.
CPA a plus. Automotive industry background helpful. Excellent
benefits and salary to $42,000.

Multibillion dollar company is seeking an Internal Auditor. Ideal
candidate will possess an accounting degree and three plus years'
experience. Must have solid systems knowledge. Previous work with
Peoplesoft desired, retail industry background a plus. Some travel
required. Position offers excellent benefits and salary to $50,000.

Financial Analyst - -

�

Leading national organization seeks an individual with three plus
years' experience in the consumer products /retail industry. Ideal
candidate will have a logistics background and public/private
industry experience. Accounting degree a plus. CPA/MBA
preferred. Excellent benefits and salary to $60,000.

ChiefAipancial Of c
Unique growth opportunity offered at this established multimillion dollar distribution company. This position reports
directly to the owners as a key member of management team
and will assist the company in its rapid growth plans. Duties
include strategic planning, supervising professional accounting
staff, developing and enforcing credit policy for domestic and
international sales and maintaining banking relationships.
Some domestic and international travel required. CPA/CMA
a plus. Ideal candidate will possess five plus years' supervisory
experience. Excellent benefits and salary to $70,000.

Senior Accountant
Ground -floor opportunity with start -up internet company
poised for explosive growth. This highly visible position reports
directly to Corporate Controller. Responsibilities include general ledger, financial statement preparation and ad hoc analysis.
Requires BS degree and three plus years' accounting experience.
CPA preferred. Excellent benefits including equity opportunity
and salary to $45,000.

"Tax Senior Accountant
Financial institution seeks an individual to coordinate the compliance of income tax return preparation, create tax- planning
strategies through analysis and work with various auditors. This
position requires a MAAC in Tax and four plus years of tax
experience in a public accounting firm. Big five experience
preferred. Full benefits package with salary to $80,000.

Senior Cost Accountant
High -tech manufacturing company seeks a professional to
monitor inventory and process flow, systems transactions and
analyze inventory exceptions each month. Individual will possess three plus years of standard cost and inventory experience
in a manufacturing environment with integrated systems.
Will also be responsible for various projects as directed by
plant controller. Position offers full benefits, 401 K, tuition
reimbursement and salary to $55,000.

financial Analyst
Manufacturing company seeks an individual to prepare annual
budget, reconcile accounts, maintain fixed assets and assist with
month -end dose and reports. Other duties include working
with manufacturing lines to improve processes, reduce product
cost and analyze scrap inventory. Ideal candidate will be computer literate and possess two plus years of inventory analysis
experience. Accounting degree a plus. Full benefits, 401 K and
salary to $55,000.

Controller

Accounting Manager
Highly prestigious investment firm is in search of a professional
with the ability to lead and supervise accounting staff: Individual will handle daily accounting through G/L analysis, financial
statement preparation, budgets and forecasts. Must possess
excellent writing skills as well as strong communications skills
in order to interact with upper management on a consistent
basis. BA desired, CPA/MBA a plus. Great compensation
package and salary to $65,000.

StaffAccountant
Multimillion dollar manufacturer of specialty apparel is seeking
an individual with two plus years of public or private experience to work in this dynamic organization. Candidate must
have excellent oral and written communications skills. Duties
include journal entries, general ledger analysis, financial statement preparation and special projects as needed. Must be
computer literate. Excellent benefits and salary to $38,000.

Treasury J&W st

.,

Ground -Floor opportunity with major US semiconductor startup. This position reports directly to the Corporate Treasurer
and is responsible for cash management, cash flow forecasting,
investments planning and capital markets compliance. BS
degree and two plus years' related experience desired. Must
possess strong analytical and communications skills. Background in treasury operations, banking or cash management a
plus. Excellent benefits including bonus and stock options with
salary to $55,000.

Assistant Contro&r,
World- class, publicly traded producer of steel products is seeking an individual to supervise financial and management
reporting, SEC filing and to work with outside auditors, actuaries and attorneys. Position requires six plus years' experience
in an operations - oriented environment. CPA preferred. Great
benefits and salary to $70,000.

Business Analyst
Large headquarters seeks an individual to prepare and analyze
quarterly financial statements and external financial reporting
footnotes. Will present and discuss financial information with
management and work to enhance processes with other business units. Must have consolidations accounting and external
reporting experience. CMA, MBA and CPA a plus. Previous
GAAP /SEC reporting beneficial. Ideal candidate will have
strong analytical and problem - solving skills as well as solid
computer knowledge. Great benefits and salary to $55,000.

Senior Tax Accountant

Multimillion dollar, privately held financial services company
seeks a Controller to join its team. Responsibilities include
financial statements, tax issues, cash forecasting and the overall
management of all financial issues. Ideal candidate will possess
excellent computer skills. Industry experience preferred. Full
benefits and salary to $80,000.

Multibillion dollar manufacturing company seeks a Senior Tax
Accountant with three plus years' multi -state corporate experience including solid SALT knowledge. Will research, analyze
and prepare returns for all 50 states as well as local income and
franchise taxes. Will also negotiate and facilitate all SALT
audits. Excellent benefits package and salary to $59,000.

Call now for a FREE copy of the Robert Half 1999 Salary Guide.
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Half at 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at roberthalf.com.
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has won the National Top
Office Production Award for 15
consecutive years. We Specialize
in Manufacturing Accounting
opportunities nationwide.
Current opportunities include:
CFO
Cost Ma nager
Con t rol l er
Financial Analyst
VP Fin an ce
Tax and Audit

CMA /CFM REVIEW

GLEIM /FLESHER CMA/CFM
REVIEW. The most effective way
to PASS the new CMA and CFM
exams. Over 5,000 questions. Software emulates Sylvan computerized
exam format. Books $22.95,Software
$35.00,Cassettes $60.00 per part,
total cost!(800) 87-GLEIM.
www.gleim.com.

CMA EXAM FLASHCARD REVIEW
SYSTEM. Pass Now... in a FLASH!
Over 1,000 flashcards. FREE information kit. Call (800) 435 -3769. FAX
(609) 724 -0679.Visit http: / /www.
tutorialgroup.com. Mention this ad
for $20 OFF complete set order.
CFM /CPA Flashcards also available.
The Tutorial Group, Inc. 120 Paddock Drive, Columbus, NJ 08022.

HELP WANTED
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CM A /CFM REVIEW
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PO Box 23728, Dept. MA
Columbia, SC 29224
Phone(803)788 -8877
Fax (803) 788 -1509
Web Site: http: //
www.conterra.com /fortune
All Fees Paid

A book just for you, a
new concept for budgeting

How To Predict
Year -End Cash
& Energize Any Size Business
By Martin D'Amico
Sales Units = Earned Hours"
Sales Per Earned Hour
Cost Per Earned Hour
Budget Flexibility
Predicting Cash Flow
Nationally Acclaimed,
Featured in MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING Magazine — Jan '99
www.predictcashflow.com
Rainbow Books, Inc.
800- 356 -9315
At Internet Book Stores
70
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CHARTER specializes in the placement of Accounting professionals
nationwide. Positions range from
Cost Acctg. Managers to CFOs.
Please call to discuss current
positions at: 800 - 700 -0103.Fax
your resume to: 423 - 992 -9191 or
e -mail your resume to: chartercareer
@mindspring.com. Charter Career
Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 908,
Maynardville, TN 37807.Our
client companies pay our fees.

STARTING A PRACTICE

TIRED OF THE CORPORATE RAT
RACE? Then start your own successful accounting practice. New Clients,
Inc. has helped hundreds of professionals do just that! Our proven
programs include guaranteed billing,
hiring and training of a marketing
staff, internal processing procedures, and much, much more.
Call 800 - 338 -0778for details.
www.newclientsinc.com.

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
Rates: $4.00 per word –15 word minimum. Advertising copy over 50
words is charged at display advertising rates. Abbreviations, ZIP codes, and
phone numbers count as one word each. All classified advertising must be
prepaid. Noncommissionable.
Closing Date: Deadline for copy is 21 days preceding month of
publication.
Copy: All advertising must be submitted in typewritten, double- spaced
form. No telephone orders accepted. Copy may be faxed to Alice Schulman at (201) 573-0639.
Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject advertisements for Strategic Finance Classified.
Payments: Payment in U.S. funds must accompany each order. Mail copy
to Strategic Finance, Attn: Alice Schulman, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale,
NJ 07645. Tel. 1- 800 - 638 -4427, Ext. 280.
Display Rates: Please call for more information. Classified display Ad
size starts at 2.083" x 2.75 ".
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EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA
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www.aocnet.com

22-23

2

ABC Technologies

www.abctech.com

7

4

Adaytum Software

www.adaytum.com

8

21

Armstrong Laing

www.armstronglaing.com

15

9

Comshare Inc.

www.comshare.com

C3

22

Creditek Corporation

www.creditek.com

C2

26

Deltek Systems, Inc.

www.deltek.com

2

17

IMA CFM Program

www.imanet.org

31

IMA CMA Program

www.imanet.org

59

Lambers

www.lamberscpa.com

64

MicroMash

www.micromash.com

52/58

MIS

www.mis- ag.com

13

5

Multiview Corporation

www.multiviewcorp.com

1

29

Navision Software US, Inc.

www.navision- us.com

C4

3

Pendock Mallorn Ltd.

www.pendock.com

48

Planet Corporation

www.planetcorp.com

Rainbow Books, Inc.

www.predictcashfiow.com

Robert Half Marketplace

www.roberthalf.com

Sage Software, Inc.

www.sota.com

17

6

Softworld

www.softworld.com

53

10

Solomon Software

www.solomon.com

11

7

Advertiser

Web Address

AccountantsonCall

Anthony Joseph Cataldo,
CMA, CPA
Anthony S. Cavalieri,
CMA, CPA, CIA, CFM, CPIM

Germain Boer
Robert Boyle, CMA, CPA, CFPIM

Anthony Curatola
Robert A. Czekanski, CMA
Rebecca Dillard, CMA, CPA
Donna Forrest, CPA
Bridgette Hobart, CPA
Thomas J. Jordan,
CMA, FHFMA, CMPA

Alfred M. King, CMA, CFM
Edward J. McCracken
C. Mike Merz, CMA, CPA
John G. Mezquita, CPA
J.T. Marty O'Malley, CMA, CPA
Michael D. Osheroff

30

William L. Paladino
Susan Pierce, CMA, CPA
Grover L. Porter, CPA
William J. Rogers, CMA, CPA
Patrick Romano, CMA, CPA, EA
Annette West, CMA

AUTHORIZATION
TO PHOTOCOPY
STRATEGIC FINANCE
Items for internal or personal use,
or the internal or personal use of
specific clients, is granted by the
IMA to libraries and other users
registered with the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transactional
Reporting Service, provided that
the base fee of $3.00 per copy,
plus 30 per page, is paid directly
to CCC, 222 Rosewood Drive,
Danvers, MA 01923. ISSN 1524833X, $3.00 + 30 .
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Jolly Job Seeking
or job seekers, today's employment environment is nirvana, but that doesn't stop
some eager searchers from making major boo -boos on their resumes. Robert Half,
founder of Accountemps, calls them Resumania'. The latest collection of these
malapropisms,
misspellings,
andtojust
plain nuttiness X 1_
submitted
on resumes
Accountemps.
include the following gems that actually were

Work Experience
"Served as assistant sore
manager."
"Bum. Abandoned belongings

QQ

�

_

and led nomadic lifestyle."
"Watered, groomed, and fed the family dog for years."

Q L

4c=

Reason for leaving last job
"Pushed aside so the vice president's
girlfriend could steal my job."
"Bounty hunting was outlawed in my state
Special skills
"Experienced with numerous office
machines and can make great latees."

KY/

' T'ue got a Ph.D. in
iuman feelings."
"I am the king
of accounts
payable
reconciliation."
And, finally, this eager job seeker clearly wants it known
that a future employer will not be getting an accounting
nerd, enthusiastically proclaiming: "I love dancing and
throwing parties."
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software
for enterprising businesses

Navision Software US, Inc.
1 -800 -552 -8478
www.navision - us.com
Circle No. 3

